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WHAT DISTINGUISHES OUR PARTY: The political continuity which goes from Marx and Engels to Lenin, to the foundation of the Communist International and
the Communist Party of Italy; the class struggle of the Communist Left against the degeneration of the International, the struggle against the theory of « socialism
in one country » and the Stalinist counter-revolution; the rejection of all popular fronts and national resistance blocs; the struggle against the principles and practice
of bourgeois democracy, against interclassism and political and trade-union class collaboration, against any form of opportunism and nationalism; the difficult
task of restoring the Marxist doctrine and the revolutionary organ par excellence - the class party - closely linked with the working class, and its daily struggle
in opposition to capitalism and bourgeois oppression; the struggle against personal and electoral politics, against any form of indifferentism, of tailism, of
movementism or the adventurist practice of « armed struggle » ; the support of any proletarian struggle which breaks with social peace and rejects the discipline
of interclassist collaborationism; the support of all efforts towards proletarian class reorganisation on the basis of economic associationism, with the perspective
of a large scale resumption of the class struggle, proletarian international ism and the revolutionary anticapital ist struggle.

Organ of the International Communist Party

P r o l e t a r i a n

I r an :
For the proletariat, there is no other issue than the struggle

on the class terrain in the perspective of the proletarian revolution!
The confrontation between the armored democracy of the rulers and the tepid petit-

bourgeois reformism of the opposition is the result of the acute rivalries

between bourgeois factions.

The brutal repression of street dem-
onstrations that has hit Tehran and the
larger cities shows that the Iranian gov-
ernment’s Ahmadinejad does not toler-
ate any questioning of his political
power.

Accused of electoral fraud, the sup-
porters of Ayatollah Khamenei and the
incumbent president have responded
with arrests, beatings and shootings; the
police, thePasdaranBasji and volunteers
headed by them are the instruments of
the current repression.

Iranian democracy appeared dressed
inblack with the so-called “Islamic revo-
lution”of1979,whichinrealitywasnoth-
ing revolutionary in economic and social

terms: the parasitic regime of the Shah,
backed by the United States, had been
replaced by a republic where religious
clergy led the State and where national-
ism is camouflaged by an Islamic ecu-
menism.Economicmodernizationinitiat-
ed by the Shah did not stop under the
Ayatollahs, but the social control which
eluded the monarchy in full decomposi-
tion was forcefully restored by the reac-
tionary regime of the Shiite clergy.

Capitalism in the countries on the
periphery of imperialism as elsewhere
develops using its own social and polit-
ical forces rooted among the masses,
whether religious in Israel or Iran, or
secular as in Turkeyor Iraq.The “Islamic

revolution”of1979didnotat allshake the
capitalist economic structure of Iran, but
instead responded to specific national
interests of the Iranian bourgeoisie, en-
trusting to its most authoritarian faction
the task of defending these interests
both domestically and in its policy of
regional power based on the major ener-
gy resources of the country.

By 1979 these imperialist ambitions
collided with those of Israel which since
its creation has acted as a gendarme of
the interestsofWestern imperialism, and
especially those of the United States.
The clash between Iranian bourgeois

China 1927: The Stalinist Counter-
revolution leads the Chinese

Proletarians to Massacre

The bourgeois movement of which
the Kuomintang was representative did
not have anything in common with the
French bourgeois revolutionary move-
mentof1793,even if its taskswereobjec-
tively national-revolutionary and anti-
imperialist (in relation to Great Britain
and Japan). Faced with the gigantic re-
volt of the Chinese peasants and prole-
tarians and with the danger of a proleta-
rian leadership of the revolutionary mo-

Chiang Kai-shek and the Kuomintang: two names which the international prole-
tariat must never forget because they are the names of the executioners of the Chinese
proletarians and poor peasants; the Shanghai Commune and the Canton Insurrection:
two splendid examples of the revolutionarystruggle of the Chinese proletarians which
the international proletariat must always remember.

But Chiang Kai-shek and the Kuomintang could not have succeeded in their
counter-revolutionary work without the tragically decisive contribution of Stalinism.

vement of the exploited, its role was
similar to that of defender of the bour-
geoisie against the proletariat played by
the German social-democrats at the end
of theFirst World War. The real possibi-
lities that the Chinese proletariat would
take the head of the huge revolutionary
wave in China constituted a serious dan-
ger to the bourgeois order not only in
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interests and Israeli and American bour-
geois interests was inevitable.

Throughout these thirty years of the
confessional regime and especially after
the war with Iraq (a war neither won nor
lost but which helped cement the collab-
oration betweenclasses), the Iranian cap-
ital has undergone significant develop-
ment.Theessential resourcesofthecoun-
try are undoubtedly concentrated in oil
and gas ofwhich Iran is one of the biggest
exporters, but the metal and armaments
industries , and the textile and construc-
tion industries have undoubtedly in-
creased. This development is the basis
for the growth of trade with China and
Russia as with Germany and Italy, but it
is also its ambitions as a regional power
which forced it to accelerate its nuclear
program.

These thirty years of capitalist devel-
opment consequently have accelerated
the urbanization of the country and in-
creased the number of proletarians. But
the confessional regime, responding ef-
fectively to the requirements of capitalist
development, still exercised a strong in-
fluence over much of the population, the
fact that the proletariat could not profit
from the present political and social ten-
sions to reclaim the defense of its own
immediate interests, economic and or-
ganizational, shows that the road to the
class struggle is still long and difficult.

The international situation, marked
by ever-more-frequent economic crises
and growing instability in the many tem-
pestuous zones of world capitalism – and
the Middle East has long been one of
those powder kegs ready to explode –
shows the tendency to accentuate the
centralizationofpoliticalpower,asit turns
to an increasingly marked authoritarian-
ism to defend essential capitalist inter-
ests.Themoreeconomic crisis strikes the
majorcentersofworldcapitalism,spread-
ing in all countries, including the most
distant of these nerve centers of the inter-
national economy, increasing instability
in economic and trade relations, then the
more the reactionary forces are entrusted
the task of defending the local capitalist
interests at all costs.

According tomedia reports, theworld
finds itselfdivided intodemocraticcoun-
tries, dictatorial countries, and terrorist
countries.Democratic countrieshave the
noble taskofdriving,willinglyorbyforce,

the dictatorships to democracy, and to
oppose, especiallybymilitarypower, the
terrorist countries, there also paving the
way for “democratization” after the de-
feat of “terrorism” (we have seen in Iraq
and Afghanistan what kind of social and
economic disasters the democratic wars
unleashed by democratic Western coun-
tries have ended up in).

But it appears even more clearly to-
day than yesterday that democracy, in-
cluding in the countries of older liberal
tradition, is strictly conditioned by ad-
vocating bourgeois national economic,
financial,political,militaryanddiplomat-
ic interests that regularly conflict with
the others as demonstrated by the
present outbreak of wars across the
world. This further demonstrates that
democracy is still the most effective in-
strument of deception used by any bour-
geois faction in power to obtain a con-
sensus of the masses rather than just
programs for better management of the
economy, wider distribution of wealth
and improved living standards, but on
the ability to energetically defend these
interests.

The confessional democracy of the
Ayatollahs follows the same trend; elec-
toral fraud or not, the masses are brought
willingly or by force to support the rule
of the strongest: if they do not support
it voluntarily, democratically, they are
induced by repression to knuckle under
to the commands of the government
because it must take precedence above
all, above the rules of democracy, above
the interests of the petit-bourgeois, the
masses, the proletarians, it is the “na-
tional interest”, which always corre-
sponds to the interests of the most pow-
erful bourgeois factions who utilize state
power to their advantage.

The recourse to brute force, to open
repressionalongsideaccusationsof trea-
son against the opposition, is not only a
show of force, it also reflects a fear that
the proletarian masses take literally the
prospect of being able to express their
discontent and put forward their own
demands. But what awaits the Iranian
proletariat, is not theopening ofan era of
free expression and free organization,
but rather a period in which, once it has
solved its internal problems, the bour-
geoisie will use the Shiite clergy to con-
centrate all forces in the country towards
a policy of regional power even more
markedly than before.

The clashes with the United States,
Israel, Britain and many of the Western
partners of the Americans are not only
due to Iranian efforts to acquire nuclear
weapons, theyderive frompolicies relat-
ed to oil and gas resources, and Iranian
ambitions of an alliance with Russia and
China to oppose American pressure in
Central Asia. The prudence of President
Obama who, despite the crackdown, af-
firmedthe desire to maintainthepossibil-
ities of “dialogue” with the Iranian gov-
ernment,demonstrates the importanceof
the issues. It would be unrealistic to
expect real actions against repression in
Iranfromthemajor“democratic” imperi-
alists, just as there was none issuing from
the repression of the students of Tianan-
menSquare inChina, therewillbenone in
response to the current crackdown.

In the face of the politics of national-
ismand regional power conducted bythe
Iranian bourgeoisie, there are only two
possibilities for the proletariat of this
country:eitherbreakawayfromthedeath
embrace of interclass collaborationism,
and therefore of the nationalism which is
the antechamber of war-thirsty adven-
tures, to begin to organize the defense of
its own interests, or to abandon all hope
of its struggle for emancipationin resign-
ingitself to remaindocilelyexploited and
the manipulated cannon fodder sacri-
ficed for the sole profit of the capitalists.

It will not be easy for the Iranian
proletariat to free itself from a religious
poison that has lasted for decades and
from a more recent democratic intoxica-
tion, it will benecessaryfor themto carry
out harsh and bloody struggles because
thebourgeoisiewillnot letgo ofpowerby
mere peaceful demonstrations even if
they are huge and even though the dem-
onstrators smash up the symbols of the
domination of the Ayatollahs.The prole-
tariat has no force and no future if it
cannot rediscover the means of the class
struggle.

It is not the demand for elections
without fraud,parliamentaryrepresenta-
tion for all classes of society and demo-
cratic freedom which are the means of
preventing the bourgeois pressures and
repression: the demands of “freedoms”
of “rights” will remain wishful thinking
for the proletariat if they are not ripped
away and maintained by force, i.e. by the
open class struggle, independent of reli-
gious forces and class collaboration.

The proletariansof themajor capital-
ist countries which boast of their demo-
cratic institutions and the superiority of
their civilization, will provide assistance
to their class brothers in Iran and else-
where, when they also return to class
positions: the more the proletariat of the
imperialist countries remain subject to

(Continuationfrompage1 )

Iran:
For the Iranian proletariat, there is no other

issue than the struggle on the class terrain in
the perspective of the proletarian revolution!
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•-Per difendersi contro la crisi capitali-
stica, una sola soluzione: la ripresa della
lotta di classe!
•-IRAN. La via d’uscita per il proletaria-
to e’ una sola: lottare sul terreno dell’an-
tagonismo di classe nella prospettiva
della rivoluzione proletaria
•-I borghesi gridano: abbasso lo straniero!I
proletari rispondano: non abbiamo pa-
tria!
•-Marxismo e immigrazione proletaria
•-Delle crisi cicliche del capitalismo, del
loro inevitabile e storico sbocco nella
guerra guerreggiata e della sola e decisiva
soluzione storica rappresentata dalla ri-
voluzione proletaria (RG)
•- Marzo 1919: fondazione dell’Interna-
zionale Comunista
•-Strateghi di falsificazione storica e di
attività da bottegai
•-Marxismo e miseria (filo del tempo)
•-Proletari migranti sbattuti tra Italia e
Malta
•-La classe dominante borghese sta fa-
cendo pagare ai proletari, oggi, la sua
guerra di domani!
•-Esplode un treno merci a Viareggio-
l’ennesimo disastro annunciato: il pro-
fitto continua a mietere vittime
•-Note: -Disastro ferroviario di
Crevalcore: unico colpevole "il macchi-
nista morto" - Alfonso Pinazzi se n’è
andato - Clandestinità
•-Redeyef, Tunisia, a sud di Lampedusa

(bimonthly in Italian)-•-One copy £ 1 /
1,5 / Sfr 5. Subscription: £ 6 / 9 / Sfr 35.
Subscriptionsupport: £12 / 19 /Sfr 70.

bourgeois interests and respectful of
social peace, the more the proletarians of
the world will remain exploited, crushed
and repressed. The “common interest”,
the “national interest” invoked by the
bourgeois of all countries is nothing oth-
er than the mask of capitalist interests:
the proletariat must respond everywhere
by refusing any agreement with “their
own” bourgeoisie and its State: class
againstclass, proletarianinterestsagainst
bourgeois interests!

The dictatorship of capital, which is
manifested openly or hides under the
mask of democracy, secular or religious,
can be overthrown only by a greater
social force, the proletariat.The proletar-
ian dictatorship exerted by the sole au-
thentic class party, is that necessary
point of transition in Washington as in
Rome, inMoscowasinBeijingorTehran,
inParisasinBerlin,Madrid,RiodeJanei-
ro and New Delhi. In response to the
bloody laws of capital and the counter-
revolution we will have the implacable
laws of the revolution!

June2009

European Elections:
Once again the Democratic Lie!
Workers! Proletarians!

Theeconomic crisis that struckat the
famousGDPofmostindustrializedcoun-
tries; chilling the blood of the capitalists
and attacking the living standards of
millions of workers in Europe and be-
yond, starkly demonstrates the reality of
conflict between the conditions of life
and work of the proletarians and the
privileges of the bourgeois classes.

Workers! Your reality consists of
expulsion from production, layoffs, un-
employment, chronic poverty; it con-
sists of insecurity and the growing diffi-
culty of everyday life, of the intensified
exploitation of wage labor – when there
is a job. The future which capitalism is
preparing consists of the worsening of
all conditions, including the basicsof life
and work, of a deep and lasting insecu-
rity. To realize and increase capitalist
profits, the bourgeoisie have no qualms
about throwing millions of proletarians
into hunger and misery.

Workers! Proletarians!

It is only through your exploitation
day after day, hour after hour, whatever
thepoliticalsystem, thatcapitalismdraws
its vital force, it is only through the
systematic extortion of surplus value
issuing from wage labor that the capital-
ists assure themselves of the profits and
privileges of a social system where the
survival of every human being depends
on continuous good profits: without the
exploitation of wage labor, there would
be no capitalist profit.

The economic, social and political
interests of the bourgeois classes are in
fact completely opposed to the econom-
ic, social and political interests of prole-
tarians. But the experience in govern-
ment bourgeois class in power in Europe
for 150 years taught them that the best
way to maintain their domination over
society is the use of democracy, i.e. of
the most refined and most pernicious
lies...

Democracy signifies “power of the
people”, but since the bourgeois revolu-
tions that have completed their historic
task of breaking the chains of feudalism
and absolutismthat blocked the progress
of the whole of society, the “people” can
no longer be a reality: on the one hand it
is the strongest bourgeois factions that
have come to power and control society;
on the other hand, a particular class has
emerged, in opposition to this organiza-

tion of society of which it is the victim
and which is based oncommodities, cap-
ital, money, private property, private
appropriation of social wealth: the class
of non-possessors, those who own
nothing but their chains, the proletarian
class.

The bourgeoisieuses the same weap-
ons in politics as in the economy: behind
the fiction of equality, fraud, deception,
racketeering, the use of political and
militaryforce toassert its interests. There
is no bourgeois democracy without po-
lice and without the utilization of force
by the State, there is no democracy wi-
thout exploitation of most of the popula-
tion bya minority, there is no democracy
without the defence of profits and the
protectionofprivateproperty. Bourgeois
democracyspreadsillusionsof theequal-
ityofall citizens, interests commonto all,
individual freedoms, tohide therealityof
the fundamental social inequality, the
opposition of interests between classes,
systematic negation in practice of
“rights” proclaimed by all republican
constitutions: the right to live, the right
to work, the right to chooseone’s life-
style... In fact no “right” was ever
achieved peacefully by the bourgeoisie
itself when it fought against feudalism,
no “right” has never been conquered by
the proletariat in the bourgeois society
without bitter struggles!

Workers! Proletarians!

For the umpteenth time, the bour-
geois classes push you to “express”
through a powerless and uncontrollable
mechanical device, the “choice”of “rep-
resentatives” that, according to them,
will contribute to the construction of a
“commonhome”called theEuropewhere
all people would be on an equal footing.
Nothing could be more false! Bourgeois
democracy has already demonstrated
that it cannot resolve the fundamental
question for every human being, that of
a dignified life, in harmony and solidari-
ty. Millions of proletarians in France,
Germany, Spain, Italy, Poland and all
countries of the so-called European
Union -and the world - are forced into an
increasingly difficult life, always more
uncertain, exhausted by their job if they
have one, or by endless job-searching.

The current capitalist crisis high-
lights even more that the basic tendency
in all capitalist countries is the preva-
lence of national interests, the defence
of a network of economic and political
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interests whose pivot is the nation State.
We saw this during the collapse of U.S.,
British,Dutch, etc. banks, and during the
still-ongoing rescue of the banking and
financial systems of each national state.
It can be seen in the large capitalist
concentrations such as in the automo-
tive sector where American, Chinese,
Russians, Italians, etc.., compete for
supremacyonthe world market. It can be
seen above all in thenational economies:
at the same time asthe GDP declines, and
with it the average rate of profit, welfare
benefits, the “social shock absorbers”,
also tend to diminish. After the Second
World War the ‘democratic’ imperialist
countries resumed the use of social wel-
fare benefits established by the fascist
imperialist countries for the support of
the masses by means of a forced inter-
classism; the “democratic” bourgeoisies
also in the search of long-term support
by the proletarian masses developed a
large network of “social welfare bene-
fits”. The fascist method was effective
for twenty years in Italy, the democratic
method has been successful for more
than sixty years, particularly thanks to
the decisive contribution of reformist
national-Communism! In bothcases, the
social and political order is the same:
interclassism, thecollaboration between
classes, the belief that in modern society
owners and workers, rulers and ruled,
exploiters and exploited have the same
fundamental interests, the same objec-
tivesand methods to express their views.

This alliance against nature between
bosses and workers strengthens the
strongest capitalist groups and margin-
alizes the weakest, precipitating a new
formofimperialist colonialism.The sub-
mission of workers to the bourgeoisie is
joined by the servility of the petty-bour-
geoisie, which finds its repugnant place
in the interclassist management of bour-
geois power in drowning proletarian at-
tempts to break with this mortal alliance
under democratic superstitions. Capital-
ist expansion and the generalization of
the interclass collaborators have not
mitigated the social contradictions of
the capitalist mode of production and
this is demonstrated not only by the
subsequent crises since the end of the
2nd World War, but by the increase of
the phenomenon typical of capitalism:
the accumulation of wealth in the hands
of a fewbourgeois and the accumulation
of poverty among the proletarian major-
ity; no democratic constitution, no meth-
od of class collaboration can ever pre-
vent the inevitable consequences of a
capitalism which proceeds from one cri-

sis to another in an ever-increasing cat-
astrophic spiral.

Workers! Proletarians!

The Europe for which you are called
to vote is the Europe of capital, with a
colonialpast and who continue to exploit
the masses of their former colonies; Eu-
ropean bourgeois states which talk of
peace while waging war far from their
capitals, are preparing at length to re-
spond to a more serious crisis and even
more acute inter-imperialist contradic-
tions by a Third World War. It is in times
ofpeace that imperialismispreparing the
political conditionsofwar, it is inperiods
of democracy that the ruling classes pre-
pare the proletariat to accept sacrifices
much more difficult than those known
for years: poverty, hunger, extenuating
hours of toil, the most desperate migra-
tions.

Workers! Proletarians!

You should not leave your future in
the hands of the blood-thirsty bourgeois
classes, whichare responsible for deaths
occurring in today’s wars of plunder in
Africa, the Middle East, Afghanistan
and those who fell just yesterday in the
Balkans,Lebanon,IraqandAfrica.Bour-
geois reality is not only that of social
shock absorbers for some and good
wages for others; it is overwork, death at
work, miserable wages, job insecurity
and servitude for the ever-increasing
proletarian masses. Europe, which mil-
lions of potential migrants see as a shin-
ing hope reveals ever more clearly that it
is a forced labor camp for immigrants,
leaving the field open to police abuse.
The bourgeois themselves do not hide
their threat of crashing down such con-
ditions onto the heads of all the workers!

Workers! Proletarians!

The future can be completely differ-
ent from that proffered bycapitalism and
the bourgeoisie, but only if we really
fight. We can not wage a fight with the
ballot because elections only serve to
feed the illusion of democracy and class
collaboration which is one of the deter-
minants of the paralysis of the proletar-
iat.

To be effective, for it to open the way
for adifferent future for allhumanity, the
workers’ struggle must be a class strug-
gle: it must be clearly and consciously
based on the physical reality of the an-
tagonism between classes in bourgeois
society. Theproletarians are the majority
of the population, but their numbers will
not have any power if it does not mani-

fest itself in the openly collective strug-
gle, in the class struggle!

The struggle should break with the
collaboration between classes, breaking
with social peace, with the methods that
link the defence of proletarian interests
to “economic growth” (which means the
growthofcapitalism), the interestsof the
national, regional or enterprise econo-
my, it must break with the “anti-crisis
plan” established by the bourgeois insti-
tutions, ie the complete subjection to
capitalist interests.

Workers! Proletarians!

The elections are just to choose the
politicians who each in their own way
and including in the European parlia-
ment, will continue thedemocratic polit-
ical collaboration between classes -
which only means the interests of the
ruling class and its system against the
interests of workers: there cannot exist a
“Europe of workers” or “citizens”, ani-
mated by a spirit of justice and equality,
a Europe above classes and states, there
cannotexista bourgeoisdemocratic state
at the service of the exploited masses.

Not by the ballot! No to democratic
falsehoods!

Yes to the class struggle for the
reorganization of the class on the
terrain of the immediate defence of
living and working conditions!

Against any class collaboration,
against all competition between
proletarians!

Down with the Europe of capitalist
exploitation-Victory to the class
struggle!

For the unification of the struggles
of indigenous and immigrant
proletarians!

Proletarians! Seize control of your
destiny by fighting for emancipation
from wage labor and capitalism!

For the reconstitution of economic
organizations based solely on the class
interests of the proletariat!

For the proletarian class party,
internationalist and international!

Workers of all countries, unite!

May 2009

European Elections

Our InternetSite:
www.pcint.org

Our e-mail address:
proletarian@pcint.org
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FRANCE
Despite the efforts of collaborationism and its lap-dogs on the far left:

The first signs of proletarian anger
herald the return of the class struggle!

On July 6 the unions gathered dis-
cretely to draw a balance sheet of what
has taken place since their last call to
demonstrate (June 13) and of what they
had obtained from the government com-
ing out of the meeting of ‘social actors’
with the President on the first of July,
they should also have decided on ac-
tions to commence after the holidays or
at least agreed on a date to discuss them.
But coming out of that meeting, nothing
was decided and no assessment has
been made public.

UNIONACTIONTODEMOBILIZE
PROLETARIANS

However, we can draw up the bal-
ance sheet in place of the unions: the 6
months of union mobilization have been
6 months presented to the owners and
the State for them to carry out their dirty
deeds, to manage the initial impact of the
crisis without the fear of workers reac-
tion: in short, 6 months of demobiliza-
tion of the proletariat! The big union
organizations have used the tactic of the
‘national daysofaction’centered around
demonstrations and strikes in some are-
as at intervals sufficiently spaced to gain
time and to allowthe inclination to strug-
gle to deplete itself little by little; the
cycle ending with theclassic demonstra-
tion/funeral procession on June 13th.
This well- established tactic relieson the
agreement of all the trade unions, from
the most collaborationist to the most
agitational so as to leaveminimal oppor-
tunities for any potential movement to
move beyond the rigid framework of the
pseudo-mobilization.

The Government provides its dis-
crete support to this unity according to
what was written in the pro-government
daily ‘Le Figaro’, after rumorshad circu-
lated about a breach of this unity: «At the
Élysée, a division [of the trade union
front -Editor’s note] does not sit well.
United, unions limit and channel ex-
cesses. Separated, the door is open to
all bids. A nightmare scenario definite-
ly wished to be avoided by Nicolas
Sarkozy, who will meet with [union lead-
ers] early July to make a point on the
social provisions taken since the crisis
began (...) before announcing at the
beginning of the holidaysmeasures like-
ly to prevent this September from be-
coming really explosive. «(1)

Another important factorthatexplains
the continued strength up until now of
this anti-worker unity is the implicit sup-
port it has received from the pseudo-
revolutionary parties. As already noted,
these organizations who enjoy a fairly
significant audience among some work-
ers and some unions (like theSUD), have
carefullyavoided anycriticismor,at least
any serious manifestation of opposition
to the trade union front against strug-
gle, pressing, on the contrary, for main-
taining the unity of these apparatuses of
class collaboration which they present
asapreconditionfor thedefenceofwork-
ers.We explained in anotherarticle how,
faced with a manifestation of proletarian
struggle (undocumented workers occu-
pying a trade-union meetingplace) these
organizations have placed themselves
on thesideoftheunionapparatusagainst
the workers.

It’snot anattitude takenon awhimor
through a poor choice of leaders: it ex-
presses the true political nature of these
organizations and ‘far-left’ parties who
for years have occupied part of the plac-
es once reserved for reformism on the
bourgeois political chess-board, creat-
ing multiple ties with bourgeois institu-
tions and the forces and parties commit-
ted to social conservation, including re-
ceivingState financialassistancewithout
which their activities would be compro-
mised.The so-called‘anti-capitalist’ far-
left (it no longer calls itself revolution-
ary!) has for a long time been integrated
into the anti-proletarianoperative policy
where it plays the specific role of recu-
perating the most combative elements
tending to rupture the social peace.

The newreality of recent years is that
the terminal and irreversible weakening
of what was the pillar of the counter-
revolution, Stalinist-type reformism,
forced the far-left to lower the mask,
starting to reveal itself to the eyes of the
proletarian vanguard as abandoning its
‘extremist’ postures and ‘revolutionary
phraseology, in order to fill the void left
by the gradual disappearance of the old
French Communist Party. If at first this
strengthens the power of the anti-prole-
tarian front, this evolution signifies that
the fake revolutionary and fake commu-
nist currents could find it more difficult
to serve as a barrier to the reappearance
of class organizations and the class par-
ty, the need ofwhich will be increasingly

felt as the capitalist crisis worsens the
conflict between classes.

SOARINGUNEMPLOYMENT

Theveritableexplosionofunemploy-
ment is the most acute form of the capi-
talist attack against the working class
that the crisis has provoked. It affects
primarily temporary workers, those on a
CDD (Contrat à Durée Déterminée: a
fixed short-term contract), and young
workers.

Whileofficial statistics, covering the
first 5 months of the year, reported a
340,000 increase in the numberofunem-
ployed, the Minister of the Economy,
Christine Lagarde (the same one who
had assured everyone that France would
be spared by the economic crisis) has
welcomed the latest published figure as
‘good news’ because in May there were
‘only’36,400moreunemployedinFrance
than the previous month! This being
said when last September, when it was
announced that the increased number of
unemployed in one month (August) was
onthe orderof40,000, everyone, includ-
ing the government, said it was a cata-
strophic figure...But it is true that, earlier
in the year, 100,000 new unemployed
were recorded every month, an unprec-
edented increase.

Being a little more realistic or just
wanting to be a little more credible than
hispricelesslycomedicEconomyMinis-
ter, the Secretary of State for Employ-
ment, admitted that unemployment fig-
ures will be bad at least until the end of
the year. This is especially true as the
numberofpeople seekingemployment is
undoubtedly well above the 2,500,000
unemployed officially registered in the
first half; if we take into account the data
forallcategoriesofstatisticsfromINSEE
(National Institute for Statisticsand Eco-
nomic Studies), it yields a figure of
3,600,000. And even this figure is very
probably below the truth. Whatever the
critics make of these statistics which
always minimize the actual numbers of
unemployed,official figures revealapar-
ticularly strong increase in unemploy-
ment among young people: in the first
quarter of2009 it was24.2%, a figure not
seen since they began to keep this statis-
tic in 1975 (2). Young people have more
trouble finding work, and when they do
work theyare often temporaryand there-
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fore the first to be unemployed.
INSEE does not mention it, but the

percentageofyoungunemployedismuch
higher in theproletarian neighbourhoods
where it sometimes reaches 50%. We
should not look elsewhere for the source
of tensions in these areas which regular-
ly erupt into riots in the aftermath of
police brutality or even mere incidents.
Worried by this situation, the authori-
ties strengthen police presence and ag-
gressivity (including generalizing new
weapons such as the flashball which
has produced such damaging effects in
the recent period), multiplyingand beef-
ing up repressive laws, but which can do
nothing but prepare the grounds for
further explosions, as the democrats la-
ment...

WORKERSREACTIONS

Announcements of job cuts have
continued to increase (...) , but according
to the press, experts are expecting the
worst to occur at the beginning of fall
especially with an explosion of lay-offs
in the small and medium enterprises.

These dismissals have led to reac-
tions from workers this spring, especial-
ly with the sequestration of some em-
ployers and other ‘violent’ actions that
were, insomecases,widelypublicized. If
the bourgeois congratulate themselves
– and congratulate the unions (3) – on
the fact that the number of bossnap-
pingshasbeenrelativelylow, thesestrug-
gles, no doubt partial and limited to sin-
gle companies, have an iconic character
because they reveal the state of mind
that is spreading among workers, their
readiness to struggle, but also the prob-
lems and difficulties of the struggles.
Let’s quickly look at three examples.

At the Continental plant in Clairoix
(Picardy),in2007the1,100workersyield-
ed to employers blackmail: through a
referendum organized by management,
they accepted the agreement signed by
the CFTC (a Christian union) to work 40
hours while being paid for only 35, to
‘save their jobs’.

So when they heard of the employ-
er’s decision to close their factory, their
anger exploded; they held the bosses
hostage, trashed companypremises, sub-
prefecture (local administrative offices)
etc. The struggle of these workers found
support among workers of the region
and beyond. Ultimately the struggle of
the ‘Contis’, directed by an intersyndi-
cale (local coalition of unions) enabled
them, if not to prevent the closing of the
factory, to at least gain termination pay-
mentsof50,000 euros, inadditionto legal

indemnities. But there is no doubt that it
will beverydifficult for themto find a job
in their regionwhere otherplant closures
are occurring (and other struggles are
ongoing). In addition there are legal pro-
ceedings against 7 workers, including
the local head of the CGT, considered to
be responsible for the attack against the
sub-prefecture. TheCGT head,who does
not conceal his ties to the Trotskyist
Lutte Ouvriereparty and who was one of
the animatorsof theconflict, complained
of the absence of Thibault and Chérèque
(leadersof the CGTand CFDTunions) in
the workers demonstration in Paris in
late June in support of the defendants,
saying that they are “rabble”: but is this
really surprising,when themain concern
of the union leaderships is to avoid real
struggle to the greatest extent possible?

At Freescale (Toulouse), April 23,
the announcement of the closure of the
company within thirty months leading to
1,100 job loses, sparked strikes for sev-
eral days with pickets in front of the
factory (and the participation of workers
of other firms in the struggle). At a Gen-
eral Assembly a coordinating commit-
tee withno unionofficials waselected by
the workers . The demand for a premium
of 150,000 euros isadvanced in the Gen-
eral Assembly. Members of the commit-
tee (thirty workers are present) attend
negotiations of the management with the
intersyndicale, they then give the GA of
the various shifts accounts of the nego-
tiations. Thisprobably helps to maintain
some pressure on management and the
unions (and it shows distrust of the
latter), but in reality the coordinating
committee leaves it up to the Intersyndi-
cale to decide on future actions, being
content withan auxiliaryrole, or rather as
an outlet for the workers’ discontent.
Moreover, the management agreed to
pay 2 hours per week to the workers for
attending the GA. (4) ...

But the most interesting example is
that of Caterpillar (Grenoble). This is a
bigbusiness in thecity(about2000 work-
ers at two sites), famous for its high
wages and the strong corporate loyalty
which prevailed there. In recent years
production was in full swing, hundreds
of temporary workers had been hired.
However, affected by the economic cri-
sis (though its profits are still comforta-
ble), Caterpillar has launched a plan to
reduce its global workforce. Periods of
temporary lay-offs multiplied, but the
announcement of600 to 700 job losses at
theGrenoble sites touched off a powder-
keg.

In this probably unique case, even
before the forming of an intersyndicale,
a group ofworkers formed a ‘strike com-
mittee’. Throughout the struggle the

committee will be at the forefront of the
struggle to mobilize workers and thwart
the actions of the intersyndicale to end
theconflict.Regularlyfollowed by200 to
300workers alwayspresentat the Gener-
alAssemblyor the picket line, itwas able
at certain decisive moments of the strug-
gle to regroup all the workers behind it:
at the time of the calls for strike with
occupation, when the company direc-
tors were held hostage (making it an
experience in ‘workers’ power’ accord-
ing to one of the leaders of the commit-
tee). When the trade union delegates
who were returning to Grenoble after
concluding an agreement with the Min-
ister ofLabor in Paris to end the conflict,
the‘strikecommittee’mobilized workers
to physically prevent them fromgoing to
sign the Return to Work Directive; at an
improvised workers’ meeting the com-
mittee interrupted embarrassed explana-
tions by the CGT official by denouncing
the traitors and sell-outs and by issuing
a clarion call to continue the struggle.

If the far leftpress has remained com-
pletely silent on the existence and activ-
ity of this committee, the bourgeois me-
dia themselves, hatefully denounced the
‘minority’ action of a score of “strong
arms” who made “a climate of terror”
rule: “Having nothing to lose because
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close to retirement or recently hired,
their sole strategy is for increasing ‘the
size of the prize’ (the amount of the
settlement). “Coming for the most part
from programs of social integration,
recently released from prison in some
cases, they have piloted the conflict in
their own way in the permanently esca-
lating haggling” (5)!

In fact it is significant that the mem-
bers of the committee (which didn’t con-
tain any militants from the so-called far
left) were older workers, knowing full
well that they will never find work, and
having already experienced struggles
and the role which trade unions have
played.

Without being able to find the effec-
tive solidarity of the proletariat of other
companies in the metropolitan area be-
cause of the tight cordon sanitaire of
unionand political collaborationism, the
courageous struggle of the “Caters” has
been unable to win against a resolute
management, wholly sustained by the
governement. In addition to “voluntary
departures” more than 400 new redun-
dancies were announced, while the man-
agement has raised the threat of more
than one hundred additional layoffs in
order to push through a worsening of
working conditions for workers.

TOWARDSTHERESUMPTIONOF
THECLASSSTRUGGLE

These three conflicts, from among
many others (we haven’t even spoken
about threats to blow up plants that have
recently arisen in some conflicts) show
the fighting spirit of which the workers

are capable, and showtheobjective need
for the collective struggle of all the pro-
letarians, going beyond the framework
of a single plant or a single group of
industries.

They also testify to the obstacles
against moving in this direction, to the
difficulties presented for a vanguard of
workers to break definitively with the
actions and methods of defeatist collab-
orationism, to try to take control of the
struggle and lead the rest of the proletar-
iat; that is to say, to the difficulties in
retracing the path of genuine class strug-
gle, in reacquiring the classist methods
and means which were in previous times
those of the proletariat.

But the signs of proletarian anger are
becoming more and more evident. Here
and there this anger is beginning to break
through the resignation and powerless-
ness instilled by the bourgeois and their
valets; and itwill inevitablylead to explo-
sions of struggle more violent and more
difficult to control by the parties and
unionswhich are the defendersof ‘social
peace’.

The return of the generalized strug-
gle unifying the young proletarians of
the banlieues and the workers of the
factory; the unemployed workers and
those ‘benefiting’ from a job; the undoc-
umented alien workers and those who
have their papers in order; the return of
the class struggle to defend immediate
proletarian interests before moving on
to the offensive against capitalism; will
cease to be abstract and distant and will
begin tobecomepracticalguidancewhen
the upsurge in capitalist attacks con-
strains increasingly numerous groups of

proletarians to organize themselves di-
rectly, above all factory and corporate
barriers, above all localisms, to defend
themselves and forcefully retaliate in the
incessant social war which rages in the
bourgeois society.

(1) See ‘Le Figaro’, 15/6/09
(2) In the mid-70’s, the youth unem-

ployment rate was around 6%. It had
steadily increased since then to a peak of
20% in the mid 90s. It had fallen below
14% in 2000, before resuming its climb,
which was suddenly accelerated earlier
this year, since it was ‘only’ 20% in the
lastquarterof2008.SeeINSEE,chômage
en métropole au sens du BIT, série
longue.

(3) According to Martin Richer, di-
rectorof aconsulting firmspecializing in
social planning (!): ‘Contrary to what
one hears, the unions are very responsi-
ble. I identified only 22 kidnappings, an
epiphenomenon.’ See ‘Libération’, 14/
7/09.

(4)According to«Convergence révo-
lutionnaire» 7/03/09 See:
www.convergencesrevolutionnaires.org/
spip.php?article1940

(5)Cf ‘LesEchos’,26/5/09.The radio
program ‘Là bas si j’y suis’ on France
Inter, broadcast a report on Caterpillar.
Despite statements by the host to de-
fend the unions and minimize the events,
it was possible to hear the violent reac-
tions of the committee members to the
union delegates: «Today, we are going
to smash you!» and the virulence of their
interventions «to arms!», etc..

Venezuela: Nationalization of Sidor and
«Workers’ Control»

Last April all the left and far-left
groups in Venezuela and everywhere
else tried to outdo each other in loudly
proclaiming: “the working class has tri-
umphed in Sidor!”. Chavez had just an-
nounced the nationalization or rather the
re-nationalization of the largest iron and
steel company in the country (and the
region),and fourth largest inLatinAmer-
ica.

The Sidor company which had been
created to provide the national oil indus-
try with pipes, was privatized in 1997; it
came under the control of Ternium-
Techint, an Italo-Argentinian consor-
tium which bought 60% of the stock.

Techint was founded in Argentina
after World War II by the Italian steel
magnate Agostino Rocca. Supported by

Mussolini, Rocca had been entrusted
with the direction of the State iron and
steel industries, the post of Secretary of
theMetallurgicalWar Industries in1933,
etc.

But the prospect of a German defeat
broughthim, likeother Italian bourgeois,
to distance himself from the regime of
Mussolini from 1943 and to contact the
pro-American resistance. Held by ad-
ministrativedecreeat the timeofthe legal
purges until liberation, he could thus be
quickly released; however he judged it
more prudent to go to Argentina to es-
tablishenterprises,while thefamilygroup
thrived in an Italy in full reconstruction.

Techintbecame the largest industrial
group in Argentina, producing steel and
oil; Argentinian political leaders can

refuse it nothing, as shown by the dec-
larations of support by president Kirch-
ner which were used to obtain a “fair
price” fromChavez.

And when in Mayof lastyear Chavez
had already threatened to nationalize the
company, president Kirchner (who pre-
ceeded his wife to the Argentinian pres-
idency) had already rushed to the aid of
Techint. Chavez reproached Sidor for
wanting to sell its products at a higher
price on the international market , rather
than to the PDVSA, the nationaloil com-
pany,obliging it to import its pipesat this
same international price. However if the
blazingincrease inoilpricesmakes ita lot
of money, it seems that the PDVSA suf-
fers periodically from cash flow prob-
lems, perhaps because of the economic
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pinches it feels from all sides…
The privatization of Sidor was ac-

companied by a sharp increase in the
exploitation of itsworkers; in addition to
an increase in the intensity of work, the
workers lost a series of benefits which
were agreed to previously like medical
care, child care, etc

Aboveall, outof13,500workers,now
no more than 4500 have permanent jobs
and are employed directlybythe compa-
ny, the other 9000 being “outsourced”
(tercerizados) i.e. employed by sub-con-
tracting companies with only temporary
contracts and at lower wages. Ultimately
theworkersofSidorexperiencedastrong
deterioration of their conditions, which
is well below those of workers at other
large firms in the area.

In 2007 during the renewal of the
collective agreement of the permanent
workers, the trade union SUTISS pro-
posed thedemand ofan increaseof300%
in wages (that is to say an increase of 80
Bolivars in the hourly wage) to recover
the losses undergone by the workers, as
well asother socio-economicclaims, and
the extension of the collective agree-
ment to the outsourced workers.

The negotiations dragged on for…
17 months, 17 months during which the
tradeunion did all that it could to prevent
a real fight by the workers, instead orga-
nizingpartialand temporarystrikes,dem-
onstrations/marches, etc, and especial-
ly to call for the intervention of the gov-
ernment and to demand nationalization
of Sidor. Meanwhile it had reduced its
wage demands to 53 Bolivars; the com-
pany directors proposed 45 and had
agreed to reinstate600 outsourced work-
ers.

At the beginning of year the govern-
ment sent its Minister for Labour, the
“trotskyist” Jose Ramon Rivero, who
had managed to resolve the social con-
flict at the PDVSA. However in Sidor
neither democratic demagogy (organi-
zation of a referendum among the em-
ployees), nor the threats of Rivero, nor
the use of the National Guard against the
strikers, succeeded in resolving the con-
flict, i.e. to calm the workers down; on
several occasions they went well be-
yond what the trade unions counselled
by launching spontaneous strike move-
ments, while solidarity movements en-
countered a growing echo in the other
companies in the area.

It is in this situation of increasing
tension that the government suddenly
announced the nationalization of the
company in April .

Orlando Chirino, national organizer
of theUNT unionfederation and a leader

initsC-CURA(Current-Classist,United,
Revolutionary Autonomous) current
made the following statement, express-
ing the opinion of the wholepolitical and
trade union spectrum of the Venezuelan
left and far-left: “Undoubtedly the na-
tionalization of Sidor (...) is the result of
the struggle and the mobilization led by
the workers for over a year and a half. It
is an indisputable triumph of workers
andanexamplefor thewholeVenezuelan
working class”.

Chririno added: “Thevanquished are
the multinational Ternium and the gov-
ernment of president Chavez himself
whichuntil last week supported the com-
pany, through the attitude of the Minis-
ter ofLabour. (...) The change of attitude
of the government, and its announce-
ment of the beginning of a still indefinite
process of nationalization, is a categor-
ical triumph of the workers’ strikes and
trade-union autonomy” (1).

After the loud declarationsof victory
from all sides, it is understandable that
the workers of Sidor reacted with glee to
this announcement.

We published an official statement
to explain that, nationalized or not, Sidor
remained in the hands of the exploiters
and that the proletarians could count
only on their own struggle to obtain
satisfaction for their demands (2). There
we explained: “This nationalization, not
even an expropriation, paid down to the
last Bolivar, signifies the policy and the
nature of thecurrent government in Ven-
ezuela; it indicates to us that we are in the
presence of a traditional bourgeois gov-
ernment which has a resultant horror of
attacking private property.

Whether this nationalization is total
or partial does not change the plight of
the workers and the fact of their exploi-
tation byan owner (in thiscase the State)
national or foreign. Their exploitation is
due to the laws inherent in the operation
of the capitalist mode of production:
wage-labor, the division of labour, com-
petition, the market, etc (...) to defend
ourselves, there is no other possibility
than the united struggle of the proletar-
ians against the capitalists and their
State!”

* * *

It was notnecessary to wait for a long
time for the reality to emerge from the
euphoria abundantly diffused by all the
false “workers’” and “revolutionary”
organizations and currents..

In spite of all the beautiful rhetoric
about the new “socialist enterprise” that
Sidor was going to become, the contract
finally signed on May 6 in the presiden-
tial palace between the factory directors

and SUTISS (the steelworkers union) in
thepresence ofChavez, was far removed
from the demands for which the workers
had mobilized themselves formonths:53
Bolivars increase, but only 33 with the
signature of the agreement, 10 more in
November and 10 more the next year;
since there is galloping inflation in the
country which will rapidly corrode the
future increases envisaged, this means
that the trade union lowered its demands
still further when compared to what it
demanded before the nationalization! A
merit premium of 10% has also been
obtained along with revolorized holday
pay.

As for the “outsourced” workers,
only800of themwillbe takenbackbythe
company – barely two hundred more
than what had been accepted by Terni-
um. And as ifbychance, it willbe learned
later that these 800 employees are in fact
guardsandwatchmen,chargedwithpro-
tecting the company and to police the
workers…

The news of the concluding of this
agreement stupified the “outsourced”
workers. OnMay7 theydecided to occu-
py the trade-union local hall to try to get
an answer to their questions: why had
the trade union given up a whole series
of demands, how would the reinstated
workers be selected , in short, what was
going to be their fate? The occupation
took placeagain the followingday,but in
the reigning climate of uncertainty, the
trade union leaders succeeded in demo-
bilizing them while saying that the nego-
tiations would continue to develop and
that all the problems could not be solved
at one blow.

On May 12, at the time of a signing
ceremony of the law on the nationaliza-
tionof Sidorand signingof thenewlabor
contract Chavez made the same speech,
alternating threats and promises.

Now, he said, the workers must ex-
hibit “a new behavior”, where conflict
gives way to “a relation of affection and
collaboration, where fraternal differenc-
es must lead to agreements, like brothers
and comrades, because all must take
care of the interests of the fatherland, of
the revolution, so that we build socialism
with Sidor”.

As for the “outsourced” he ensured
that he had their fate at heart, he de-
clared: “do not despair, do not come to
ask me to have in one day what you did
not obtain in 10 years”; but “that does
not go for the manipulators among you,
because I will denounce them (...). I do
not accept manipulation nor blackmail
[and, you] the workers’ leaders, be care-
ful you do not get carried away by trade
unionism” [obviously, what he was real-
ly saying was to be careful not to defend

VENEZUELA
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the workers’ interests too much].
He added: “anyone who comes to

ask me out of the blue to sign for the
reintegrationof from5 to 10,000 workers
is insane”, eliciting, according to the
press, the applause of those in atten-
dance; according to him the request for
reinstatement of all the workers forming
part of the “counter-revolutionariy atti-
tudes” which exist in Sidor.

He finished off by calling for “the
union of the working class, the Armed
Forces, the peasants, the students, of all
the Venezuelans, so that in spite of dif-
ferences, we have the maturity to put
above private interests, the general in-
terest which is the Bolivarian Revolu-
tion” (3).

In addition to being the classic ap-
peal of all bourgeois to the proletarians
so that they sacrifice their class interests
to a supposed general interest which is
never anything other than the capitalist
interest, we can see that Chavez thor-
oughlyutilizes the hoaryreformist dem-
agogy according to which nationaliza-
tion=socialismto demand that thework-
ers give up their demands and the strug-
gle, threatening that those who do not
comply, are to be fought as manipula-
tors and counter-revolutionaries: the
nationalization of Sidor is above all a
weapon against theworkers!

Since then,negotiationswith Techint
are continuing. The nationalization is
actually a share buyback sufficient to
ensure that the Venezuelan State has an
absolute majority of the shares, given
that the government wants to leave a
minority interest and adirectors position
to the Argentinian shareholder to ensure
that it continues itsactivities in the coun-
try. Techint stipulates a price no lower
than 2.4 billion dollars for 50% of the
shares; on July 15 Chavez, who said he
wanted to negotiate by amicable agree-
ment, declared that a basicagreement on
price had been reached; according to the

Venezuelan press it would be 2 billion
dollars, and in addition the free delivery
of products.

On June 11 Chavez and his principal
ministers brought together 500 of the
most important owners in the country in
a luxurious hotel in the capital. At the
conclusion of this meeting which was
billed as a “productive revival”, a whole
series of measures favorable to the com-
panies were announced; the objective
wasto makeVenezuelaa“middlepower”
through a grand “National Strategic Al-
liance” with the national capitalists.

While the government thus smiles
and makes resounding and staggering
offers to the capitalists all the while talk-
ing about revolution, the workers con-
tinue to be exploited as always – by the
same capitalists and their confreres!

In Sidor, in the pretend “socialist”
enterprise (still run by the same direc-
tors),morethan8,000“outsourced”work-
ers continue to toil under the same bes-
tialconditions, stillwaitinguntil thecom-
mission which was to deal with their
future reintegration gets set up…

* * *

We saw in the first part of this article
last spring that all the left and Chavist
groups unanimously welcomed the gov-
ernmentdecision torenationaliseSIDOR
steel company (4) as a great victory for
workers.

But not all the workers were con-
vinced, and certainly not the 8,000 “out-
sourced” (tercerizados) who had expe-
rienced a decline in wages and the loss of
a whole series of benefits and loss of
their status as employees of the compa-
ny as a result of privatization.

Demanding their reinstatement, they
have maintained their mobilization for
months; in late October, following the
arrival of Minister (of Basic Industries
and Mining) Sanz (who has somehow-

become a sort ofhonorary directorof the
company), it escalated into a blockade of
entry points into the company, cutting
off of the main state highway, the burn-
ing in effigy of shirts with Chavez’s
image on them, and soon.

The negotiations having yielded
nothing, the organization representing
them resigned itself to call a strike on
November 11; very well supported, it
caused a serious decline in production
and after 2 days an agreement with Sidor
was concluded under the authority of
the Minister. The agreement basically
payingapremiumof10,000Bf(tobepaid
in several installments) and improve-
ments in working conditions, it should
be noted that union representatives had
agreed in the spring to Chavez’s demand
that they be «patient» on the issue of
reinstatement – ie to in fact abandon this
demand.

But since November close to 2,000
workers still have not touched a penny
of the promised bonus, while the others
still arewaitingfor therealizationofother
promises! In the face of the workers’
exasperation, the union was forced to
give the impression of doing something;
it organized the sending of delegations
to the Ministry in Caracas and then ap-
pealed to Chavez. While the manage-
ment of Sidor reacted by treating the
most militant workers as “delinquents”,
the minister-director accused them of
being manipulated and drawn into “po-
litical” actions.

On Friday February 27, the union
leaders of the outsourced workers threw
downa terribleultimatum:“IfbyMonday
we have nothad a reply, we could repeat
scenarios that we do not want to repeat
but it will be the workers who decide
what they want.” What the leaders
wanted above all was to avoid struggle,
and they also told journalists that since
there were too manyunfulfilled promises
at Sidor, that this has set a “time bomb”
inmotion. Thiscould havebeenavoided,
accordingto them, if insteadofpromising
the grant the government had come to an
agreementon thecalculation of the wage
grid (5)! Having received no reply, they
obviously did not call for any struggle:
the only “scenario” that these union
organizations understand, is that of class
collaboration...

REFORMISTOPTION

The elements and currents who, all
the while falsely presenting the nation-
alization of Sidor as a great victory for
workers, were keen to distinguish them-
selves by appearing a little more left,
called for “nationalization under work-
ers’ control.” Behind this slogan from

Workers from Sidor in struggle (March 2008)
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Trotskyism there is nothing more than
demagoguery and camouflage in order
to support government policy.

We will consider the case of the
Trotskyist group “Opcion Obrera”
(Workers’ Option), linked to the argen-
tine Workers Party (6), which appeared
to distinguish itself from other more or
less pro-Chavist far left formations.
O.O.has indeed had the merit ofpointing
out the “trap” of “capitalist national-
ization” (what exactly would signify a
non-capitalistnationalization?)ofSidor,
correctly explaining that it would serve
to extinguish the workers struggle. But
the fundamentally tailist and manoeu-
verist nature of Trotskyism rapidly re-
turns to the scene.

In O.O.’s document on Sidor, there
are criticisms of the union (SUTISS),
especially because it refuses to call for
the unlimited strike, but it reads as an
analysis in which the main issue of con-
flict at Sidor, is the right of unions to
strike: “A union which cannot strike is
not a union, it is a state drug dispensary.
The conflict in Sidor is a battle in the
war being waged by the Chavist gov-
ernment to statify the unions, to put
them under the direct tuteledge of the
government and install a bureaucracy
under its orders, ie to liquidate them as
organizations of the working class to
defend its working conditions. If the
union leadership gives in to the govern-
ment pressure and accepts arbitration,
it will turn into a transmission belt of the
‘Bolivarian’ State against the work-
ers” (7).

In fact, the union bureaucracy of
SUTISS didn’t have to wait for govern-
ment pressure in order to prevent any
real struggle, to the extent that Chavez
was able to remind it that it had accepted
deteriorating living and working condi-
tions and the outsourcing of thousands
of workers at the time of the preceding
privatization of the company!

These collaborationist unions have
as their primary function the mainte-
nance of social peace and not the de-
fense ofproletarian interests.When they
come into conflict with the government,
as did the CTV union in the oil sector, it
is not because they are “organizations
of the working class”, but because they
are tied to sectors of the bourgeois op-
position. O.O.. wants to “democratize”
these unions, by supporting some cur-
rents in thebureaucracywhichcall them-
selves “classist” because it occurs to
them to criticize the government some-
times... in the name of the “Bolivarian
Revolution”! Infact, froma classpointof
view there is nothing to defend in the

trade union apparatus, on the contrary,
it is independent from them and against
their practice of class collaboration,
against their ties to the owners or the
State, that the proletariat must organize
on a really classist basis to fight against
the bosses, private or State.

In the introduction to its document,
O.O. correctly writes that the national-
ization ofSidor is not a victory for work-
ers and that this can only come about
only insofar as they are able “to con-
quer” their demands by putting their
interests before those of government
and union bureaucrats. But aside from
the demand for reinstatement of out-
sourced workers back into the company,
O.O. close this introduction with the
more than dubious demands for the res-
ignation of the Minister of Labor (as if
the change of a minister could change
the pro-capitalistpolicies of the Govern-
ment) and “workers’ control of produc-
tion and democratic election of the di-
rection.”

But it’s in its May 2008 issue follow-
ing the nationalization, that Opcion
Obrera completelydiscards its “radical”
mask. In the editorial entitled: “With the
nationalization of TERNIUM-SIDOR,
what is the role to be played by the
workers?” the denunciation of nation-
alization as an anti-worker trap disap-
pears. O.O. now fixes the workers with
the task of ensuring that there is a real
nationalizationand that themultination-
al Ternium will derive no benefit! “Has
Sidor really been nationalized? [there
follows adescription ofgovernment pro-
posals in the negotiations on the pur-
chase of shares of Ternium]. At Sidor,
especially today, it is only the workers
who could ultimately decide when to
conclude the negotiations [with Terni-
um]. (...) Sidor workers have a golden
opportunity. The effective actions of
workers’ control over production with
their factory committees put them in a
strong position in the face of crass gov-
ernment bargaining to reach an honor-
able agreement with the multinational
(...). But for this to be possible, workers
in Sidor should themselves take the fi-
nal decision to conclude the negotia-
tion and that they in no way allow this
decision to bemadebehind their backs.”

Thepolitical roleofworkersis limited
to the negotiation of enterprise agree-
ments – the specific role of the trade
union bureaucrats. “The workers of Si-
dor have placed their role in the class
struggle in our country on the table.
They clearly demonstrate that they are
the ones who must prevail over those
who exploit them. The political role of
the Venezuelan proletariat has ceased
to be insignificant due to the attitude

assumed by the workersof Sidor. Here is
the attitude that must be repeated in
each plant in each company so that
their actions are influenced by autono-
my with respect to government deci-
sions and class independence against
those who exploit them.”

In fact up until now Sidor workers
have been unable to obtain the satisfac-
tion of their immediate demands, their
long struggle having been interrupted
bythe decision to nationalize the compa-
nies, the union managed to convince
them to wait with “patience” until the
government finally gives them satisfac-
tion. O.O. is obliged to falsify reality to
make pass what is actuallyan alignment
towards certain sectors of the reformist
and patriotic union bureaucracy, as seen
in the following editorial:

“For the political role of the Vene-
zuelan proletariat to be really success-
ful, workersmust ...” (what? Formaclass
party? No, and indeed what would it be
of use for when we read the following) “
... convene a congress of workers which
defends clearly in its program of strug-
gle the objectives and methods of the
policy of industrialization and admin-
istration of the country by mobilizing
the unemployed and the oppressed ma-
jority of the country.Here is socialism as
it should be (...).

Long live workers’ control over pro-
duction at Sidor. Not a penny to Terni-
um-Techint nor its slightest participa-
ton in nationalized Sidor . (...) For a
Congress of workers which defines the
program of the struggles for socialism
and the development of the country
based on national interests. For a work-
er, peasant and peoples’ government.”

This so-called “socialism”, which
does not aim to destroy capitalism but to
industrialize the country and defines its
programbased on national interests, cer-
tainly contains nothing socialist: it is
just as bourgeois as the “Bolivarian so-
cialism”ofChavez!The realpolitical role
of the proletariat begins with its organi-
zationintoaclassandconsequentlyinto
a party, as specified in the Communist
Manifesto. If the objective of each pro-
letariat is to seize power and destroy
capitalism in its own country, its goals
are not national but international, if it is
impossible for it to establishsocialism in
one country it has even less the function
of industrialization and development of
each country before making the revolu-
tion and destroying capitalism! It is only
after the overthrow of the bourgeoisie
and the establishment of its dictator-
ship, that the proletariat will be able to
begin to transform the country econom-
ically and socially, and it is only after the
international victory of the Communist
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revolution that it willbe able to elaborate
aunifiedglobalplan tosolveproblemsof
inequalitysocial and economic develop-
ment throughout the world (including
over-development of certain areas rav-
aged by industrialization).

But just as they as they task the
proletariat with the bourgeois objective
of industrializing and developing Vene-
zuela, ie to develop capitalism, the
trotskyist O.O. does not advocate the
dictatorship of the proletariat, but a
“worker, peasant and peoples’ govern-
ment “ , ie a multi-classistgovernment of
the bourgeois State. Nobody can be
astonished that if it then occurs to them
to evoke the need for the party, they
prefer ingeneral to use the fuzzyformula
expressing a desire towards the “struc-
turing of the working class”: when one
capitulates toanti-worker reformism, it is
impossible to fight for the constitution
of the class party, with well defined tac-
tics and policies and with its program
firmly rooted in authentic Marxism ...

WORKERS’CONTROLAND
REVOLUTIONARYSTRUGGLE

Thesloganof“workers’control” first
appeared during the revolution in Rus-
sia, in a situation of “dual power”, where
the workers had created the “Soviets”,
which constituted an embryonic prole-
tarian power opposed to bourgeois pow-
er.

Lenin inAprilof1917 advanced asan
immediate objective “the passage to the
control of social production and the
distribution of products by the Soviets
of Workers Deputies”, this is inextrica-
bly linked to the demand that all power
pass to the Soviets. In late May, in a
resolution for the Conference of Factory
Committees of Petrograd, it puts for-
ward, among other things, the demand
for a “real workers’ control of produc-
tion and distribution”. But Lenin is at
pains to state that the implementation of
all measures of this resolution “is only
possible if power passes entirely into
the hands of the proletarians and semi-
proletarians”. As he said in May in
battle at the conference of the party
against the conciliatory trends in Mos-
cowwho dreamed ofcontrolling the cap-
italists, “control without power is the
most hollow of phrases” (8). In the cor-
rect Bolshevik tactics, workers’ control
is inextricably linked with the seizure of
power.

Thereafter, unfortunately, this hol-
low phrase will be used ad nauseum by
all those, “trotskyists” or others who
want to avoid the thorny problem of the
central seizure of power, preferring to
substitute a harmless or impossible con-

trol... of the enterprise. How can the
workers of Sidor control the production
of their company, “to ensure that the
priorities [of this steelmaker] support
the people” as written by O.O.? It is not
at the factory level that they can decide
the priorities of social production, but at
the central level, at the level of the polit-
ical power of the State! Regardless of
whether the Statehas 20%or 100%of the
shares, regardless of whether the man-
agement is elected by the workers or
imposed from above: as long as bour-
geois state power has not been over-
thrown and the capitalist mode of pro-
duction has not been eradicated, the
enterprise can do nothing but obey the
economic laws of capital, whatever its
juridical status and whatever its owner-
ship.

We are not, as the spring of 1917 in
Russia on the eve of the outbreak of the
great revolutionary struggle, there is no
“dual power” in Venezuela nor workers
Soviets.

As the economic crisis affects the
country, in particular causing oil reve-
nues to plummet, attacks against prole-
tarians are being set in motion, the work-
ers’ task is not to prepare the assault for
power, but to prepare for the struggle in
defence of their immediate interests. In
January, the murder by police of 2 Mit-
subishi workers who occupied the facto-
ry in protest against the dismissal of 135
workers,or threatsofChavezmilitarizing
subway workers in case of a strike, show
concretely what is meant by anti-work-
ing class repression (9): these are warn-
ings for the future.

Today, the vital need of workers in
Sidor and other companies, nationalized
or not, is not workers’ control over pro-
duction,but controlof their own strug-
gle. This “control” begins with the break
not only with the overtly Chavist cur-
rents, but also with fake revolutionary
oppositions as a precondition for work
towards the independent class organiza-
tion of the proletariat from the strike
committee and union to the class party.

That is the true proletarian option,
this is the only certain perspective for
the proletarian vanguard and authentic
revolutionaries!

(“le prolétaire”; N°490; August-Oc-
tober 2008 and 492; February-March-
April2008)

(1)cfwww.aporrea.org/trabajadores/
a54788.html

(2) “NationalizationofSidor,a victo-
ry for the workers? Before or after its
nationalization, Sidor will remain in the
handsoftheexploiters!”,April18,2008.

(3)cfwww.soitu.es/soitu/2008/05/12/
info/1210629092_485226.html

(4) This nationalization is not expro-
priation and the State assured itself con-
trol of the company by buying a 50%
stake in SIDOR from the Argentine mul-
tinational Techint which will keep 10%.
Negotiations on the payment of these
actions are still notconcluded at the time
of writing, although at the end of January
the Minister of Mining Industries again
indicated that an agreement was near.
The collapse of steel prices in the last 6
months is probably one of the causes of
the difficulties of these discussions.

(5) “El Universal”, 27/2/2009. After
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nationalization, the union abandoned its
demand for reinstatement of outsourced
workers and replaced it by that of the
definition of a method of calculation of
wages (tabulador) identical for all work-
ers.

(6) The argentine Workers Party
(Partido Obrero) animates an interna-
tional grouping, the “Coordination for
the Refoundation of the of the Fourth
International”, which in Europe is the
Italian organization“Communist Work-
ers Party.” (Partito dei Lavoratori comu-
nista)

Israel, Bloody Executioner
for the World Capitalist Order

It «forgets» to mention that for
nineteen months Israel has imposed a
blockade (whichhasbeentotal fora year)
on the million and-a-half inhabitants of
Gaza, which has plunged most of the
population into misery (some profiteers
enrich themselves by smuggling, while
80% of the population has sunk below
the poverty line), causing massive
unemployment (nearly65% of the active
population) and hunger (60% of the
children are malnourished).

When it was Hamas, and not more
collaborationist currents as they had
wished, who won theelections in Gaza in
January 2006, the democratic govern-
mentsof Israeland Americadeclared that
they were going «to strangle» this
government; the democratic European
governments lent their support by
withdrawing all «humanitarian aid» to
Gaza (except that earmarked to pay the
police!), and the slightly less democratic
Arab governments of the area followed.
Thispoliticalmilitaryandeconomicpres-
sure continued until the imposition of the
blockade of the territory with the aid of
Egypt (which controls one of the exit
points from Gaza), when the partisans of
Fatah (armed by Israel) were militarily
beaten by those of Hamas.

Reactionary, religious and anti-
worker, the Hamas party won the elec-

tions because of the anger of the popula-
tion against the waste, corruption and
naked pursuit of self-enrichment by the
leaders of Fatah; it also presents itself as
an irreconcilable adversary to Israeli
domination. However, since its election,
it proferred numerous gestures of open-
ness in Israel’s direction. But for the
Israeli government as for its imperialist
godfathers, that was not at all sufficient:
what they desire in Gaza is authorities
entirelyundertheirboot,obedientslave-
drivers who only concern themselves
with controlling the population as is the
case of the «Palestinian Authority» of
Mamoud Abbas in the West Bank!
«Democracy» must serve the interests
of thecolonialistandtheimperialists, if
not it isworthless...Israelbrokethe truce
discreetly negotiated with the «terror-
ists» of Hamas in June, by killing 14
Palestinians in Gaza in November and 8
others in December (4 Palestinian had
already been killed by the Israeli army in
theWestBankinOctober): the inevitable
responseofHamas,with the launchingof
itscrudely-maderockets,gave thepretext
necessary for the attacks. According to
the Israeli press (cf Haaretz, 31/12/08),
this military operation actually com-
menced preparations 6 months ago, at
the same time as the negotiations for the
truce, the Israeli army needing sufficient

timetocollect intelligenceinformationon
the positions of Hamas and the «militant
groups»existing in Gaza!

DIRECTCOMPLICITYOFCANADA,
THEUNITEDSTATES,

THEEUROPEANSTATES
ANDTHEARABSTATES

TheUnited Statesofficiallyapproved
the Israeli attacks . But an operation of
this breadth could not receive their green
light, beforehand; this is demonstrated
elsewhere by the fact that in September
the American Congress authorized the
delivery to Israel of loathsome bombs
fabricatedoutofdepleteduranium(which
had already been used to ravage Yugo-
slavia and Iraq); the first deliveries took
place at the beginning of December so
that thesebombscould be rainedon Gaza
fromthebeginningofthebombardments.
For their part all the European govern-
ments took great care not to condemn the
Israeli attacks (when they did not give
outright approval, like the current Czech
presidentof theEuropean Union);at best
they hypocritically appealed for a «hu-
manitarian cease-fire» to give each other
a clear conscience with their respective
public opinion. Actions are more illumi-
nating than hollow speeches: under
Frenchimpulse,onDecember 8, after the
European rump-Parliament decided to
postpone the signature of this agreement
because of the situation in Palestine (so
much the worse for the rare simpletons
who still believe in the European elec-
tions!), the Foreign Ministers of the 27
European countries decided with una-
nimity to accelerate the process of «re-
elevating» relations with Israel, in order

(7) Article of P.O. published on 6
March 2008.

(8) See in Volume 24 of Lenin’s Col-
lected Works, the article “The tasks of
the proletariat in our revolution” and his
“Report to the Seventh Conference of
the Party.” On the issue of “workers’
control” the reader can refer to a study
publishedinNos.198,199,200and201of
“leProlétaire”.

(9) In a speech on January 30th
Chavez attributed the murder to «ma-
fias» that exist in the police. But he
immediately added: «We must also ap-
peal to the workers for good sense. Once
in Guyana it so happened that they
occupied a factory. This lasted for some

time and they had guns. Why did the
workers have firearms if they wanted to
protest, to demonstrate and to threaten
to sequester a minister? (...) I am not
saying that this is what happened in the
case of Anzoategui [area where the Mit-
subishi factory is located], no. There
was gunfire and we do not know as yet
from where it came.» In short, it is the
fault of the workers ... This murder is in
addition to the killing of 3 union leaders
in November after a strike in the State of
Aragua, and many others.

In mid-March, strikes continued at
Mitsubishi and Toyota, by contrast the
subway workers union had renounced
its threats to call for a strike ...

On Saturdayevening January3, after oneweekofair raids which leftmore than 450
dead and more than 2000 wounded, the Israeli armybegan its land offensive into Gaza.
Its militaryofficials declare that the operation will be «long». After two weeks the total
number of fatalities leaped to 1250 with untold thousands of children women and men
mangled, torn and suffering active festering wounds caused by the use of white
phosphorus. The odious Israeli propaganda, broadcast by the majority of the
international media, presents this bloody attack as a «response» to the salvos of the
«terrorists»of Hamas in power in Gaza.

VENEZUELA
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to confer the status of quasi-member
State to it. It was necessary to move
quickly, such a decision being a little
more difficult to justify in full-out war…
As for Russia, member of the «Quartet»
(“...for peace in the Middle East”) sup-
posedly being responsible for the
progress of the so-called «the peace ne-
gotiations», it is far too interested in the
development of its economic relations
with Israel (principally arms material) to
think of causing it any problems.

Lastly, before starting its attack, the
Israeli government went on to inform the
Egyptian government which, apparent-
ly, did not express any dissension (cf
Haaretz, ibid): this says all that needs to
be said on the sincerity of Egypt’s «con-
demnation», after several days, of the
Israeli bombardments… Just as at the
time of the war in Lebanon, the majority
of the Arab States desired the victory of
the Israeli armies to put an end to the
potential danger to the stability of the
bourgeois order which the Palestinian
masses represent: even in the extraordi-
narycase of Israel acceeding, it would be
impossible to grant themthe right of self-
determination; that is, the right to form a
true State, without upsetting regional
balances and, especially, without giving
encouragement to the social struggle of
all the oppressed in the region. In the 15
years since the alleged «historic peace
agreements»inCampDavidweresigned;
under the aegis of the United States and
with the blessing of the «international
community», the nationalist organiza-
tions which then accepted giving up the
struggle in order to devote themselves to
making money, were integrated into the
Palestinian bourgeoisie of the Palestini-
an Territories; but the situation of the
proletarians and the Palestinian masses
never ceased worsening, colonization
never ceased extending itself and Israel
never ceased reinforcing itself. The reli-
gious organizations, Hamas in the lead,
which have taken over the failed nation-
alist formations, cannot constitute a real
alternative for the oppressed and exploit-
ed masses of Palestine, because, in addi-
tion to the fact that they already proved
their anti-proletarian nature by breaking
strikes, they only seek, as good bour-
geoisorganizations, to findaplace in the
regional imperialistorder..

However, it is this imperialistorder,
ofwhich Israel is themost solidpillar and
the bloodiest henchman, but not its au-
thor, which is ultimately responsible for
the oppression of the Palestinians. Wi-
thout the political, but more especially
economic, financial and militarysupport
of the United States, and also of the
European States, the jewish State would
not have the force to maintain one of the

strongest armiesof theworld and to carry
out its perpetual wars; on the internal
level it would nothave the force to obtain
this solid «union sacrée» between class-
es which is the true secret of its military
power. Everyone knows that this «inter-
national community», that is the great
and not-so-great bourgeois States which
dominate the world, never did anything
to concretely oblige the Israeli state to
respect the innumerable resolutions vot-
ed in the UN, or the innumerable peace
resolutions signed with great fanfare. In
international policyas in the relationship
between social classes, it is the interests
ofmostpowerfulwhichtakeprecedence
and it is force which rules.

However the Palestinian masses are
not eternally condemned to be crushed
under the Israeliand imperialist ironheel,
in thesamewaythat theproletariansofall
thecountriesarenoteternallycondemned
to be exploited and to be used as cannon
fodder. The revolutionary struggle of
the proletarians, those who have noth-
ing to lose but their chains, is able to put
an end to the world imperialist order and
of all bourgeois States, because it is their
exploitation which makes the capitalism
of every country function; they them-
selves thus have hold ofa superior force
than that of the bourgeois States, the
force to overthrow capitalism, provided
they find the means of struggle and the
class organization, revolutionary and
international by nature.

The proletarians of the imperialist
countries have a very particular respon-
sibility, because the Israeli state has a
vital need of assistance from «their»
States, «their» imperialisms, to continue
its crimes in Palestine. In again taking up
the anticapitalist class struggle, they
would bring decisive aid to the Palestin-

ian masses by the weakening of this
assistance; especially they would indi-
cate to the Palestinian proletarians (and
those of the world) the only way of effec-
tivelyfightingoppression,while contrib-
uting to the rupture of the Jewish prole-
tariat of Israel from its bourgeoisie. This
prospect is not easy nor immediate, but it
is infinitely more realist than the calls to
make the «International community» or
the UNO respect the «right», or the wish-
es for the «peace negotiations to begin
again» which for decades have only suc-
ceeded in bringing about repeated wars
and massacres.

The only solidarity with the Palestin-
ianmasses which is nota vainword, takes
place throughtheresumptionof thepro-
letarianstruggle righthere,againstcap-
italism and all the bourgeois states.
Today there is no more urgent a task than
to work to prepare recovery, to work
towards the rupture of the working-class
away from the class collaborationist or-
ganizations which paralyse them, and to
reconstitute the future organ essential to
the proletarian struggle: the class party,
internationalistandinternationalwhich
will have as its task the unification of the
struggle of the proletarians and op-
pressed of the world to achieve the tri-
umph of the international communist
revolutionnecessarytooverthrowworld
capitalism.

Israel Assassin, Canada, United
States, European and Arab States Ac-
complices!

InternationalistSolidaritywiththe
Palestinian Masses!

Long Live the International Prole-
tarianStruggleAgainstWorldCapital-
ism!

January4, 2009

A propos Solidarity with the
Palestinian Masses:

The impasse of the concrete
and the immediate

Our leaflet onIsrael hasprovoked, as
usual, various reactions adverse to a
class position, these hostile reactions
are often «justified» in the name of the
necessity of the «concrete» or of «emer-
gency».

Since this kind of criticism recurs
regularly, it is perhaps worthwhile to
spend a little time here, taking a specific
example.

An internet visitor questioned us in
these terms: «The International Commu-

nist Party talks a lot about the ‘proleta-
rian’ struggle and the glor-r-r-r-rious re-
volution against global capitalism. But
you do not say a single word on what
practical measures ‘theproletarians’ can
take to help the Palestinians.»

This reaction can be understood: at
the sight of the daily bombings and
killings, it is natural to want to come to
the immediate aid of the victims to the
point where evoking a long-term pers-
pective mayseemsuspect.But immedia-
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Swine Flu
and the Working Class

A fewweeks ago the first news about
an epidemic, known as «swine flu», ap-
peared in Mexico; according to state-
mentsbytheMexicanMinisterofHealth,
it was a «highly contagious mutant vi-
rus» which had moved from pigs to hu-
mans.

The alert triggered in the U.S. and
Europewasaccompanied bythe informa-
tion that it wasalreadyresponsible for 20
«confirmed» deaths with forty still being
«verified». Day after day these reports
have made the headlines in newspapers
and on television.

The WHO (World Health Organiza-
tion) immediatelygave thealarm, stating

tism is always the justification for all
manner of opportunism, all the devia-
tions which ultimately retard that which
they want to accelerate. And indeed our
critic continued :

«You do not say a single word about
for example a campaign to boycott and
protest against the companies/indivi-
duals that do business with Israel, the
organization of a boycott of Israeli pro-
ducts, to unmask or oppose the Israeli
lobby, to organize protests outside the
offices and headquarters of specific go-
vernments or politicians, or in front of
the Israeli consulates/embassies or the
residences of ambassadors or consuls,
etc.. Your goal seems to be primarily to
make publicity for yourself!

There are a whole lot of things that
can be done before having the opportu-
nity to overthrow global capitalism. As
long as we don’t intend to do anything
concrete, your rhetoric is as empty as
that of Western and Arab governments
(...)».

We see that the « whole lot of things
that can be done» would have been
absolutely powerless to stop the bom-
bings and killings: no boycott, no pro-
test rallycould stop military action deci-
ded and planned for months with the
agreement of the American imperialist
godfathers!These proposals,which give
the impression of «doing something»
while they represent only a pale substi-
tute for what should be in other circums-
tances, real proletarian solidarity, ulti-
mately end up diverting energy away
from the only terrain on which they will
be effective tomorrow, the terrain of the
class struggle. By putting forward the
objective of putting pressure on inter-
classist «public opinion» or even state
institutions, by advocating a «consu-
mers» action of all classes mixed to-
gether and not an action specific to the
workers considered as members of the
only class capable of frontally opposing
capitalism and the bourgeois state, or by
wishing to have Israeli «war crimes»
condemned by international democra-
tic-imperialist organizations, this genre
of orientations show themselves to be a
direct obstacle on the path leading to the
reconstitution of a proletarian class for-
ce.

The sententious claim that it is im-
possible to do anything, that no proleta-
rian solidarity action is possible, as long
as global capitalism has not been
overthrown, could only come to mind in
those who wish to hide – a guilty indif-
ference vis-à-vis the situation of the

proletariat and the masses of the coun-
triesunder theyokeof themajor imperia-
lisms – behind phrases.

But to refuse any classist orientation
in the name of «urgency» and the «con-
crete» can only come from opponents of
theanti-capitalist struggle.Afterall,what
our text highlighted is that without the
unfailingsupportof themajor imperialist
states, the United States of course in the
foreground, but also the European sta-
tes and Russia, and with the implicit
support of the most influential Arab Sta-
tes, the State of Israel could not continue
its wars, its colonialism and its abuses of
allkinds.What can loosen thevice which
has crushed the Palestinian masses for
decades, are not opinion campaigns,
boycotts targeted at companies doing
business with Israel or demonstrations
outside embassies of these countries,
etc. but the development of real and truly
anti-capitalist struggles in these states.
Before the proletariat finds the strength
to threaten the survival of capitalism, it
could paralyze the shipment of arms, or
to remain with the case of France to
organize robust protests against the sen-
ding a warship patrolling off the coast of
Gaza to assist the Israeli blockade (1),
and to agitate in this direction within the
military (whereas today the unions take
care not to mobilize the workers!), etc..
We may recall the work of the young
French CP in the twenties against the war
in the Rif (Morocco), which was concre-
tized not only by demonstrations but by
a national strike, unrest in the navy, etc.
Regardless of the criticisms that may be
made as to the course of this action, this
isacompletelyconcrete exampleofwhat
can be done when circumstances permit.

And a genuine action of proletarian

solidarity would result in facilitating the
rupture not only of the Palestinian but
also with the Israeli proletariat with their
bourgeoisie by showing that the class
struggle is the only way to effectively
combat oppression and exploitation.

We’re not there yet? Obviously not.
Such a proletarian orientation is not easy
to implement? Undoubtedly. Can it not
be immediate? Unfortunately not.

But whiledecades ofdemocratic agi-
tation have had no other effect than to
reduce the proletariat and the masses to
ever-increasing impotence, there is now
no more urgent task in this issue of
struggle against imperialism and Zio-
nism,as inothers, than to workto prepare
for the resumption of the class struggle,
on the theoretical, political and organiza-
tional levels. To start with this means the
ruthless criticism of all the wrong solu-
tions, of all the immediatisms, of all the
democratisms, of all the class collabora-
tions...

(Le Prolétaire Nr.492; Feb.-March-
April2009)

(1) On 23 JanuaryFrance dispatched
to Gaza a frigate helicopter carrier «Ger-
minal» which crossed from Lebanon as
partof theUnited Nations InterimForces
in Lebanon (UNIFIL). According to the
official French government source, the
ship had to «participate in the struggle
against the smuggling of weapons (...) in
cooperation with Israel and Egypt.».
ThisdirectmilitaryparticipationofFran-
ce in the blockade of the Gaza Strip has
provoked little reaction beyond the pro-
Palestinian mileus ...

that the contagion could spread to the
world, mainly through air travel. Over a
few days the alert level was elevated
continuously, fromLevel3 to Level4 and
then 5: «Pandemic threat». The big phar-
maceutical industries, already alerted by
the avian flu (which has proven to be a
gigantic bluff) immediately undertook
every effort to provide the health servic-
es of various countries with thousands
ofdosesofantiviraldrugs (suchas Tami-
flu by Roche, which soon became a star
onprimetimeTV).

In a few days the panic over swine
fever has spread around the world.

In Mexico it was the immediate clos-

Solidarity with the
Palestinian Masses
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which there isno possibilityof resistance
– be these forces a deadly virus or the
«laws of the economy». And, at the same
time, the ruling class and its state rein-
force theirapparentomnipotencebypro-
viding «solutions», presented as the only
possiblity: in the case of the epidemic,
drugs and other vaccines, in the case of
economic crisis this or that measures, to
stimulate anti-worker measures. Moreo-
ver, the capitalists feel that they control
the situation, the more their domination
over the proletarian masses is unques-
tioned, the more easily they can falsify
reality: their propaganda is that of half-
truths and open lies, guiltysilence during
the phases of prevention (which are nev-
er realized) and deafening noise during
phases of speculation.

Even on such occasions proletarians
are encouraged to put their lives, their
health, their future, in the hands of cap-
italists . It iswellknown, forexample, that
bourgeois society is incapable ofprovid-
ing a real solution to respiratory diseases
caused by the poisonous atmosphere of
large cities (Mexico City is one of the
most polluted) rather than by all avian or
swine influenza epidemics. There is no
alert by the WHO, because to cure it, the
destruction of capitalism – which causes
the split between the rural areas and the
city and stifles millions ofproletarians in
huge cities – is necessary !

Consequently, it’s the masses and
the working poor who are always the
most affected by every disease; periods
ofeconomiccrisis thrustwhole segments
of the population into misery, even in the
richest capitalist countries; – further ex-
acerbating this phenomenon.

Bourgeois society which can only
solve its crisis by impoverishing the
masses, is not more «humane», more
attentive to the needs of the proletariat;
by nature it can only strive to exploit the
forces of the workers to enhance the
profitability of capital, ie to earn a profit
at any cost, whatever the cost in terms of
health or people’s lives or the looting of
nature.

Theproletariansmustnotexpect from
the capitalist class and its state any cure
for their ills, anysolution totheirmiseries.
When the bourgeois concede a few
crumbs to workers, it’s either because
they were forced by their classist strug-
gle; or because they want to paralyze
them by pitting them against each other
inorder to prepareformuchmorehorrify-
ing events: those of wars!

Against the bourgeois propaganda
campaigns, aimed to sow widespread
panic and helplessness among the ex-
ploited, the proletarians have to ascend
onto anentirelydifferent field: thefield of
class confrontation, the only one where

their organized force can be reconstitut-
ed, the field on which solidarity can be-
come real and unity effective, capable of
thwarting all political and ideological in-
fluences spread by the bourgeoisie to
infect the proletarians and subjugate
them.

The working class has an historic
task to perform: to destroy bourgeois
society which is no longer capable of
bringing any progress for humanity. To
get rid of bourgeois society, with its
capitalist mode of production, with its
market, with its wars, with its ideology,
propaganda and lies, will be only possi-
ble when the proletariat takes control of
its own destiny, reconstitutes its class
party, armed with the science that can
decipher the contradictionsofcapitalism
and sets the path to revolution, the dic-
tatorship of the proletariat and commu-
nism:Marxism.

Then the panic will switch sides and
hit the ruling class, terrified by the pros-
pect of losing itsprivileges, itswealth, its
domination; then, the chains that bind
the proletariat will be finally broken and
capitalism, its society and all its rotten
institutions, including the «social» and
«health» ones, will be thrown into the
dustbin of history.

(1) figuresof the«WeeklyEpidemio-
logicalBulletin»(April15/09) for thefirst
two months of 2009.

« le prolétaire»
Nr. 493

( Mai-Juin-Juilllet-Août 2009 )
Summary

•-Malgré les efforts du collaboration-
nisme et de ses valets d’extrême gau-
che. Les premiers signes de colère
prolétarienne annoncent le retour de
la lutte de classe!
•-Le combat de la CGT pour «libérer»
la bourse du travail ... des sans-pa-
piers
•-Mars 1919: Fondation de l’Interna-
tionale Communiste
•-Elections européennes: encore le
mensonge démocratique
•-Poursedéfendrecontre lacrisecapi-
taliste une seule solution: la reprise de
la lutte de classe!
•-La grippe porcine et le prolétariat
•-Iran:pour leprolétariat iranien, iln’y
a pas d’autre issue que la lutte sur le
terrain de classe dans la perspective
de la révolution prolétarienne
•-L’Iran en quelques chiffres

ing of schools, stadiums, museums, li-
braries, universities, along with the use
of surgical masks protecting mouth and
nose that appeared to symbolize the «se-
riousness»of the situation! Even a single
infected individual (realor imagined) ina
country reved up the media machine that
fueled theurgencyand the fearof coming
into contactwith anyone who became ill!

According to media reports, in Mex-
ico there are around 3,000 cases and
150 deaths (but from this total there
were no more than 20 deaths actually
caused by the fever), 1 death in the
United States and a dozen patients,
one case in Europe and only a handful
in the rest of the world.

What kind of alarm should have
been raised when, this past winter,
during the European epidemic of influ-
enza and respiratory diseases, there
were 6,000 deaths in France alone (1)
and probably as many in other coun-
tries – that is in the super-developed
countries, with ultra-modern hospitals,
pharmaceutical and health services?
Faced with real epidemics that regular-
ly occur each winter, capitalist society
is only equipped to sell quantities of
medicines and vaccines (usually also
unnecessary or even harmful) and bury
the dead. And the same thing occurs in
summer during heatwave episodes!

One must not underestimate the dan-
ger that a disease can cause when it takes
anepidemicform,asocietythat reallyhas
as a priority the welfare and health of
mankind, would organize social life to
meet that goal.

But this is not the priority of bour-
geois society, the same as its priority is
not the preservation of the environment
and nature in which humanity lives.As in
every «natural» disaster (earthquakes,
floods, tsunamis,volcaniceruptions,etc..)
negligent deaths and massive destruc-
tion are in fact the responsibility of a
social organization based only on the
search for profit: it is the search for the
quickest profit that induces construction
in areas prone to flooding, to economize
on anti-seismic measures, etc..

Faced with a threat of epidemic, the
societyofCapital reacts in thesame fash-
ion, trying to «do business», either by
selling drugs, newspapers or by obtain-
ing additional grants for its «health or-
ganization» the more panic spreads, the
more we sell: all participants in the «pan-
ic» win, whether they be doctors, indus-
trialists, owners of newspapers or parish
priests.

But there is another aspect.
Spreading the panic, the bourgeoisie

accentuates in the proletariat the feeling
of powerlessness against superior forc-
es that influence its fate and against
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China 1927: The Stalinist Counter-revolution
leads the Chinese Proletarians to Massacre

this country, but in the whole world. It is
this world bourgeois counter-revolution
of which Chiang Kai-shek and the Kuo-
mintang were the supremely effective
instrument in China and the Stalinized
CommunistInternationalwithits influen-
tial leadership over the international pro-
letariat, which would crush the Chinese
proletarian movement: its destruction
would also be the destruction of the
revolutionary potentialities of this for-
midable historical period.

“Those objective socio-historical
causes which pre-determined the “Octo-
ber” outcome of the Russian revolution-
Trotsky wrote in his work ‘The Third
International After Lenin’-rise before
us in China in a still more accentuated
form. The bourgeois and proletarian
poles of the Chinese nation stand op-
posed to each other even more irrecon-
cilably, if this is at all possible, than they
did in Russia, since, on the one hand, the
Chinese bourgeoisie is directly bound
up with foreign imperialism and the lat-
ter’s military machine, and since, on the
other hand, the Chinese proletariat has
from the very beginning established a
close bond with the Comintern and the
Soviet Union. Numerically the Chinese
peasantry constitutes an even more ove-
rwhelming mass than the Russian
peasantry. But being crushed in the vise
of world contradictions, upon the solu-
tion of which in one way or another its
fate depends, the Chinese peasantry is
even less capable of playing a leading
role than the Russian. At the present this
is no longer a matter of theoretical fore-
cast, but a fact verified completely in all
its aspects” (1).

Although it appeared twenty years
after the 1905 Russian insurrection and
tenyears afterOctober 1917, theChinese
revolutionary wave of 1925-27 could
have opened the way to a general re-
sumption of the revolutionary proleta-
rian movement on an international scale,
because of world contradictions-where-
by the great imperialisms present were
implicated inChinabecauseofthe formi-
dable social revolt of the Chinese prole-
tariansand peasants. History is not made
with “if’s”, but it is absolutely certain
that the prime cause of the failure of the
Chinese revolution in1927 mustbechar-
ged to the Communist International, its
policy and its tactics. Nothing from the
theses on the national and colonial ques-
tion defined in the second congress of

the CI of 1920 and in the congress of
Baku was taken up by the leaders of the
International (Stalin, Bukharin and their
supporters); that it is from the point of
view of the organization of the Commu-
nist Party, independent of any other or-
ganization, from the point of view of an
analysis of the Chinese bourgeoisie and
its class interests or from the point of
viewof the specificallyproletarian revo-
lutionary prospect. After having redu-
ced any opposition to the Stalinist poli-
cy to impotence (defense of the interests
of capitalism and its national State in
Russia behind the slogan of “building
socialism in one country”) and after ha-
ving erected a bureaucratic apparatus
which servilely obeyed this new policy,
the International could onlypersevere in
the abandonment of the correct Marxist
orientation and, at the time ofeach major
problem which arose for the internatio-
nal proletariat, to continuously and
always more profoundly betray the class
traditions which the Russian proleta-
rians under the leadership of the party of
Lenin had transmitted to the world.

Collaboration with the Kuomintang,
the support of the policy of the “block of
four classes” (bourgeoisie, peasants,
urban petit-bourgeoisie, working class),
and finally the adhesion of the young
CommunistPartytotheKuomintangwere
the decisive stages which prevented the
revolutionary movement of the indus-
trial proletariat of the cities from taking
its place at the head of the peasant mas-
ses of the countryside, obliterating the
imperialist order in the Far East and also
calling into question the Stalinist pros-
pect for construction of national capita-
lism to Russia.

Executinga completeabout-face, the
International, created to lead the world
labor movement through orientations
adapted to the advanced capitalisms as
well as with those where the problem of
emancipation from colonialismand des-
truction of the pre-bourgeois Ancien
Régimewasstillposed,becamethe agent
of the counter-revolution in the Chinese
question through a series of betrayals
which could only lead to disaster.

By enabling the Kuomintang to pass
for a party which, although undoubtedly
bourgeois, was able to fight in general
against imperialism, served to justify the
support that the International gave to it
and to its fusion with the Chinese Com-
munistParty (CCP).

After having quoted how the repre-
sentative of the CCP in the VIIth plenum

of theexecutive committeeof Internatio-
nal (at the end of 1926) described the
policy of Kuomintang:

“In the sphere of international policy
it occupies a passive position in the full
meaning of that word….It is inclined to
fight onlyagainst British imperialism; so
far as the Japanese imperialists are con-
cerned, however, it is ready under cer-
tain conditions to make a compromise
with them.”

Trotsky emphasized precisely that:
“The attitude of the Kuomintang to-

wards imperialism was from the very
outset not revolutionary but entirely op-
portunist. It endeavoured to smash and
isolate the agents of certain imperialist
powers so as to make a deal with the self-
sameorother imperialistpowerson terms
more favourable to the Chinese bour-
geoisie.”

A little further on he writes:
“The Chinese bourgeoisie is suffi-

ciently realistic and acquainted intima-
tely enough with the nature of world
imperialism to understand that a really
serious struggle against the latter requi-
res such an upheaval of the revolutiona-
ry masses as would primarily become a
menace to the bourgeoisie itself. If the
struggle against the Manchu Dynasty
was a task of smaller historical propor-
tions than the overthrow of Czarism,
then the struggle against world imperia-
lism is a task on a much larger scale; and
if we taught the workers of Russia from
the very beginning not to believe in the
readiness of liberalism and the ability of
petit-bourgeois democracyto overthrow
Czarism and to destroy feudalism, we
should no less energetically have im-
bued the Chinese workers from the out-
set with the same spirit of distrust. The
new and absolutely false theory promul-
gated by Stalin-Bukharin about the “im-
manent” revolutionaryspirit of the colo-
nial bourgeoisie is, in substance, a trans-
lation of Menshevism into the language
of Chinese politics. It serves only to
convert the oppressed position of China
into an internal political premiumfor the
Chinese bourgeoisie, and it throws an
additional weight on the scale of the
bourgeoisie against the scale of the tre-
bly oppressed Chinese proletariat (2).

However the International had at its
disposal not only the fundamental posi-
tions set down in its theses but also
unambiguous directives, which can be
easily observed in a reading of the texts
of its second congress. For example the
“Supplementary Theses on the National

(Continuationfrompage1 )
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and ColonialQuestions”affirmin item6:
“6.The foreign imperialismviolently

forced upon the peoples of the East has
without doubt hindered their social and
economicdevelopment and robbed them
of the opportunity of reaching the same
level of development as has been achie-
ved in Europe and America. Thanks to
the imperialistpolicies whoseefforts are
directed towards holding up industrial
development in the colonies, the native
proletariat has only come into existence
fairly recently. The dispersed local cot-
tage industries have given way to the
centralized industries of the imperialist
countries. As a result the vastmajority of
the population was forced to engage in
agriculture and export raw materials
abroad. On the other hand we can obser-
ve a rapidly growing concentration of
the land in the hands of big landowners,
capitalists and the state, which again
contributes to the growth of the number
of landless peasants. The vast majority
of the population of these colonies lives
under conditions of oppression. As a
result of these policies the underdevelo-
ped spirit of outrage that lives in the
masses of the people can only find an
expression in the numericallysmall intel-
lectualmiddleclass.Foreign domination
constantly obstructs the free develop-
ment of social life; therefore the revolu-
tion’s first step must be the removal of
this foreign domination. The struggle to
overthrow foreign domination in the
colonies does not therefore mean unde-
rwriting thenational aims of the national
bourgeoisie but much rather smoothing
thepath to liberationfor theproletariat of
the colonies”.

And in item 11 of the Theses, after a
series of tactical directives, one can read
in paragraph 5:

“It is necessary to vigorously fight
theattemptsmadein thebackwardscoun-
tries by liberation movements to call
themselves communist whereas in reali-
ty they are not. The Communist Interna-
tional must support the revolutionary
movements in the colonies and the «bac-
kwards» countries with the sole aim of
uniting the elements of the future prole-
tarian parties-Communist in fact and not
only in name-in all the backward coun-
tries, tomake thembecomeawareof their
particular tasks,which consist in fighting
against the bourgeois democratic ten-
dency in their country.

The Communist International must
enter into temporary relations and even
form an alliance with the revolutionary
movement of the colonies and the bac-
kward countries, but it cannot amalga-
mate with them; on the contrary it must
absolutely defend and maintain the in-
dependent character of the proletarian

movement, even if it exists only in an
embryonic form”(3).

Difficult to be more clear!
But, to the inverse, Stalinism sacrifi-

ced the independence of the party under
the pretext of not frightening the bour-
geoisieand ofnot turning it awayfromits
revolutionary objectives; and it could
pursue these aims by utilizing the enor-
mous influence on the proletarians and
the liberationmovements of the colonies
which the victory of the Russian revolu-
tion had conferred on the International.
Trotsky will recall that:

“Marxism on the contrary invariably
taught that the revolutionary conse-
quences of one or another act of the
bourgeoisie, to which it is compelled by
itsposition, willbe fuller,more,decisive,
less doubtful, and firmer, the more inde-
pendent the proletarian vanguard will be
in relation to the bourgeoisie, the less it
will be inclined to place its fingers
between the jaws of the bourgeoisie, to
see it in brightcolors, to over-estimate its
revolutionary spirit or its readiness for a
‘united front’ and for a struggle against
imperialism”(4).

Anti-proletarian opportunism, even
when it labels itself communist, socialist
or revolutionary, calls, always and eve-
rywhere, for the proletariat not to pursue
an autonomous policy, not to organize
itself independently, not to defend its
class interests, but to dissolve itself in a
“popular” front to maintain “unity”
against imperialismor reaction. The tra-
gic Chinese experiment showed in an
irrefutable way that this method assures
the crushing of the proletariat.

Disavowing its original theses, in
obliging the CCP to dissolve itselfwithin
the party of the bourgeoisie which is
what theKuomintang was, the Stalinized
International prevented it from playing
its roleofautonomousrevolutionary lea-
dership of the proletariat, precluded its
class independence and paralyzed it by
imprisoning it in a popular interclassist
alliancewhichsignified in factplacing its
fate in the hands of the bourgeoisie.

* * *

Constituted in1920with57members,
the CCP had quickly conquered a nota-
ble influence on the proletarian masses;
and despite its numerical challenges (a
thousand inApril1925,10,000 at theend
of the year, nearly 60,000 at the begin-
ning of 1927), it had conquered a deter-
mining influence on the mass movement
and in particular it lead the trade unions
growing rapidly throughout the country.
After1922 the proletarian and peasant
movement took on imposing propor-
tions; not only was it strongly impregna-

ted with the influence of the CCP but it
was moreover savagely hostile to the
Kuomintang inwhich it correctlypercei-
ved the organization of the hated bour-
geoisie. InMay1922the first congress of
the Chinese trade unions which brought
together 200,000 members was held. On
May first, 1925 the pan-Chinese trade
unionscounted570,000members;10000
workmen paraded in Shanghai, then the
economic andindustrial capitalofChina,
and 200,000 in Canton. The peasant mo-
vement also quickly developed thanks
to the constitution of the peasant
“Unions” which as of 1923 in Kwantung
(province of Canton) clashed violently
with the landowners and the army.
Meanwhile the International had cons-
trained the young CCP to adhere to the
Kuomintang, in spite of its initial oppo-
sition.

The proletarian movement was to
culminate in the general strike begun on
May30, 1925 in Shanghai, following the
bloody repression of a demonstration by
workers and students. The strike exten-
ded to Canton and Peking finally invol-
ving 400,000 workers. On June 23 the
repression of a demonstration of wor-
kers and students by English soldiers in
Canton resulted in 52 deaths. The res-
ponse was immediate: the general strike
startedinCantonandHongKong.100,000
workers fromHongKong rushed to Can-
ton to reinforce the 200,000 strikers the-
re.Strike pickets in all the portsofKwan-
tung rendered the boycott of foreign
goods(especiallyEnglish)effective,com-
pletely paralysing British trade with the
Far East. On the basis of this powerful
movement, the Kuomintang drove out
the puppet authorities under the orders
of the imperialists and installed itself in
power throughout the whole province-
with the blessing of the CCP and the
International which will consequently
describe Canton as “the center of the
Chinese revolution”. Itsgovernmentwill
put the promises of land reform back
under wraps; will preoccupy itself with
silencing the workers’ demands and to
finish off the strike under thepretext that
it is initially necessary “to drive out the
imperialists and to unify the country”.
With the enthusiastic support of the
CCP and Soviet support, it will then
launch the preparation of amilitary cam-
paign against the Northern warlords tied
to the various imperialisms.

But on March 20, 1926, against the
organized labor of Canton, and under a
false pretext Chiang Kai-shek, comman-
der-in-chief of the young army, delive-
red his blows: the headquarters of the
tradeunionsweredevastated, their chiefs
arrested (the communist leaders and the
Russian advisorsundergo thesame fate);
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in a few hours the workmen were disar-
med, their organizations destroyed,
Chiang had all the power in his hands,
without the CCP and the workers being
able to react.

But it’sonlya dressrehearsal. Chiang
is excused for the “misunderstanding”
while on its side the CCP capitulated
completely, abandoning anycriticism of
the officialposition, surrendering the list
of its registered members to the Kuomin-
tang, etc.

However this political capitulation
could not but cause resistance within
the party and in June 1926 the central
Committeeof theCCP proposed to reco-
ver its independence and to give up the
policy of complete submission to the
Kuomintang for a policy of alliance with
it on an equal footing. Therefore it was
not the return to a true class independen-
ce which was proposed; but this was still
too much for the leadership of the Inter-
national which refused (and it even re-
fused to allow the CCP to organize left
fractions in the Kuomintang).The policy
of the International was defined in an
expressive way by its envoy Borodin,
who was to advise Chiang that: “during
the present time the Communists must
work like coolies for the Kuomintang”!
The CCP was thus constrained to conti-
nue “for the present time” to work in the
service of the nationalist bourgeoisie.
The consequences came quickly.

In July 1926, a few days after the
beginning of the Northern expedition,
i.e. after the departure of the regiments
where the Communists had a certain
influence from Canton, bands of thugs
and gangsters recruited throughout the
region were launched against organized
labor; after six days of confrontations
during which approximately fifty wor-
kers wereslaughtered, the authorities re-
appeared “to restoreorder”, i.e. the order
of the capitalists: the workers were disar-
med, they were forbidden to demonstra-
te, compulsory arbitration was institu-
ted to prevent strikes, etc, the social
rights of the proletarians conquered
during previous years demolished, befo-
re a downright martial law prohibiting
strikes is imposed in December.This did
not prevent the International from decla-
ring, at the end of 1926, the Kuomintang
a “sympathizing party”...

THEMASSACRESOF
SHANGHAI

Itwas thus comprehensible that when
the nationalist army of the Kuomintang
commanded by Chiang arrived in the
proximity of Shanghai, the CCP bent all

its efforts to facilitate its victory. On
February 19, the trade union council
commencedageneralstrike,with350000
workers taking part, that the CCP was
reluctant to transform into an insurrec-
tion. In spite of this indecision, during
several days the workers held the repres-
sion of the local soldiers in check, while
the Kuomintang troops remained inacti-
ve a few tens of kilometers away. On
March 21, a new general strike started,
but this time with precise plans of insur-
rection; at the end of a few days combat,
the workers who had not been brought to
their knees by repression, seized power.
Meanwhile the nationalist army in the
city suburbs had not stirred. Given the
importance of Shanghai in Chinese eco-
nomic life, aproletarian seizureofpower
in this city would have automatically
meant that an anti-capitalist direction
was given to the Chinese revolution
which would have found a formidable
new stimulus there. On the contrary the
workers and the CCP who held power
yielded it immediately to Chiang Kai-
shek, who was received in the city as the
uncontested chief of the revolution. The
CCP subordinated itself to the Kuomin-
tang, and the rumors of attacks against
the workers circulated with all the more
earnestness. Respecting the formal ins-
tructions of the International, the CCP
disarmed theworkers pickets so asnot to
risk a confrontation. Chiang who had
immediately contacted the capitalist cir-
cles in the city, started by replacing the
Communists inall importantleadingposts
with the faithful; then he removed the
soldiers influenced by the workers (5),
then decreed that the trade-union pic-
kets were to come under control of his
army, before passing to open repres-
sion.

On April 12, 1927 at 4 o’clock in the
morning, detachments of the Kuomin-
tang army, aided by bands recruited
among the local underworld attacked the
strongholds of the workers’ organiza-
tions, massacring all those which were
there; in spite of an impromptu resistan-
ce hundreds of proletarians were massa-
cred, the Communist leaders killed or
constrained to hide. The following day,
the General Council of the trade unions,
dispersed and hunted, called for a gene-
ral strike. In spiteof the terrible situation
100,000 workers answered the call; a
peaceful demonstration (!) was organi-
zed to protest near the headquarters: its
repression bymachine-gun fire left near-
ly 300 dead.

The imperialists helped with the re-
pression the very best that they could;
the French authorities in particular were
in the leading ranks thanks to their police
force, directed by one of the gangster

chiefs in Shanghai, who multiplied sear-
ches and arrests to feed the exceptional
military tribunals which pronounced
thousands of death sentences during
following months. After the massacres
and the introduction of white terror in
Shanghai, the International transferred
its hopes to the section of the Kuomin-
tang which in central China controlled
Wuhan and its province. On April 21,
Wuhan was decreed by Stalin as the new
“center the Chinese revolution” and the
CCP was enjoined to continue with this
the same policy of servile collaboration
with the “Left Kuomintang” which had
led to the disaster in Shanghai. Two
communist ministers entered into the
government of Wuhan: the Ministry of
Labour and thatofAgriculture.To main-
tain unity in the Kuomintang, the essen-
tial action of the Communists inside as
well as outside of the government con-
sisted in calming workers’ dissatisfac-
tion and to fight the “excesses” of the
peasant movement which was attacking
the landowners with regularity. (5).

In mid-June repression started in this
pseudo-“revolutionary center”, white
terror against the peasants intensified
throughout the area, but the 5th Con-
gress of the CCP reaffirmed, under the
influence of the representatives of the
CI, that it would continue his disastrous
policyof tailismwith respect to Kuomin-
tang: “at the current stage of the revolu-
tion, the relations between the Commu-
nist Party and Kuomintang become clo-
ser than they ever were. The withdrawal
of the bourgeoisie [allusion to the mas-
sacres of Shanghai!] transformed the
Kuomintang into a revolutionary block
of the three oppressed classes: proleta-
riat, peasantryand urban petit-bourgeoi-
sie, and the engine of this block is the
proletariat”.

The CCP increasingly prostrated it-
self in the face of the increasingly threa-
tening attitude of this so-called “revolu-
tionary bloc”. On June 20, it published a
complementary update where one could
read, among other things:

“The mass workers and peasant or-
ganizations must accept the direction
and the control of the Kuomintang. The
demands of the mass movement of wor-
kers and peasants must be in harmony
with the resolutions of the Kuomintang
congresses, the decisions of the Central
Executive Committee, and the decrees
and laws of the government (...) the ar-
med groups of workers and peasants
must be controlled by the government.
In order to avoid any political agitation,
the armed pickets which currently exist
in Wuhan will be reduced or incorpora-
ted into the army (...). The economic
requirements of commercial employees

China 1927
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will not exceed the economic capacities
of commercial traders and storeowners.
The tradeunions will not intervene in the
right of storeowners to hire and fire. The
trade unions will not interfere with com-
mercial traders and storeowners, neither
to halt trade, nor to impose fines on them
or to dress them indunce’s caps, etc.” (6)

Nothing new here; 15 days later the
Kuomintang Council called for the pur-
ging of the Communists in its ranks,
attacked the now disarmed trade unions
armsinhand,reconcileditselfwithChiang
Kai-shek while the Communist leaders
and their Soviet advisers fled... The de-
capitation of the revolutionary move-
ment (partial sources give the figure of
25,000 proletarians, Communists and
workers and peasant leaders executed
throughout the country at the time of the
counter-revolutionary wave in the first
half of 1927) and the destruction of the
workersand peasantsorganizations were
not the only results obtained by the
Chinese bourgeoisie and imperialism.
Thepolicyofsubmission to the Kuomin-
tang followed by the CCP for so many
years alienated the support of the mas-
ses which felt betrayed by their own
leaders; the peasants deserted their or-
ganizations, the workers no longer even
mobilized themselves to defend their
immediate interests and abandoned the
CCP. To the physical destruction of the
movement thedemoralizationofthemas-
ses with regard to the Communists must
be added. The revolutionary movement
was broken. After having foisted the
responsibility for the catastrophe onto
the leaders of the CCP who had however
only applied its directives, it is at this
time that the Stalinist International gave
to the Chinese Communists the order to
rise in “taking up again the flag of the left
Kuomintang” to carry out the prospect
for the “democratic dictatorship of the
workers and peasants”: in fact the revol-
ts of the “autumn harvest”, primarily in
thecountryside, all failed. In Wuhan and
other cities the Communists tried wi-
thout much success to rouse the prole-
tariat, but in general they did not even
have the power to organize strikes, the
trade unions having been destroyed or
“reorganized” as anti-proletarian struc-
tures. These insurrections could only
have results leading to the massacre of
the militants and proletarians who took
part in them.

THECANTONCOMMUNE

In Canton the CCP organized an in-
surrection on December 10, 1927, with
the intention of benefiting from a disa-
greement between several generals. The
combatantswere fewin numberand were

very badly armed and the working-class
masses remained spectators: recogni-
zing that the majority of the proletariat
did not take part in the insurrection, the
communist leadership affirmed thereaf-
ter that they had 20 000 workmen with
them. But one year before, when the
International preached the “wait-and-
see” policy and subordination to the
Kuomintang, the communist council of
the workers’ delegates could count on a
base of almost two hundred thousand
workers! As of December 11, the insur-
rectionists with the new cry of “down
with theKuomintang!” hadbecomemas-
ters in part of the city and had released
more than one thousand political priso-
ners. They proclaimed the Commune,
installed a provisional Soviet and dif-
fused a program whose radicalism cut
against the previous demands of the
CCP: a general increase in wages, the
State taking responsibility for the unem-
ployed, control of production by factory
committees, nationalizationof large-sca-
le industry, transport and the banks,
nationalization of the land, extermina-
tion of the rural landlords, abolition of
debts to usurers, confiscation of all the
apartments of thebig bourgeoisie and all
their goods to the profit of the workers,
etc. As Trotsky commented, although
Canton has a character definitely more
petit-bourgeois than Shanghai and other
industrial centers of the country, the
revolutionary insurrection “carried out
against Kuomintang, automatically led
to dictatorship of the proletariat; as one
of its first steps, because of the overall
situation, it had to apply more radical
measurements than those which were
taken at the beginning of the October
revolution”, whereas all the perspecti-
ves of the International went no further
than a “democratic dictatorship of the
workers and peasants” under Kuomin-
tang control.

But the same slogans which only a
fewmonthsearlier could have mobilized
hundreds of thousands of proletarians,
now fell flat because the movement had
already been broken. The absence of
revolutionaryfermentation wassuch that
the Communists had not even dared to
launch a general strike call!The installa-
tion of the provisional government was
not enough to rally all the proletarians.
Without flinching, the railwaymen and
boatmen of Canton transported the
troops which were heading to crush the
insurrection. On the evening of Decem-
ber 13 the insurrection was smashed and
a dreadful repression was unleashed:
proletarians were shot, boiled alive, and
decapitated by the thousands (the num-
ber of dead was estimated at 5,700).

With the defeat of Canton, a whole

revolutionary period is terminated for
the Chinese proletariat. According to its
own estimates, the CCP which in spring
1927 was composed of 63.8% workers,
counted something less than 15% the
following year and it possessed “not
even one healthy cell in the industrial
proletariat”: theworkers had left it by the
thousands, and they were never to
rejoin its ranksagain; taking refugein the
countryside, fixing itself on the political
objectiveofthe “realKuomintang”,wha-
tever remained of the Chinese Commu-
nist Party definitively ceased being a
proletarian organization.Theproletarian
class which had begun to move, from
1920, along with the masses of poor
peasants, had animated a revolutionary
movement ofgigantic importance;a mo-
vement which under the direction of the
Communist Party could have simulta-
neously defeated world imperialism and
the Chinese bourgeoisie could have es-
tablished the dictatorship of the proleta-
riat in China. But this splendid move-
ment did not achieve this goal which
would have meant the resumption of the
proletarian movement on a worldwide
scale-because its power had been put at
the service of the Chinese bourgeoisie
by an International tied to a Russian
State from now on entirely occupied in
developing its national capitalism.

After the defeat of the revolutionary
movement, the fragmentation of China
became evengreater, the Kuomintang of
Chiang Kai-Shekbeingunable to impose
its rule over the various military cliques
of “warlords” who carved out their own
fiefdoms, often with the support of this
or that imperialism-demonstrating the
incapacity of the Chinese bourgeoisie to
carry out its own revolution. In certain
isolated regions, the CCP instituted a so-
called “Communist China” where there
existed “at the same time as the rudimen-
tary forms of primitive economy, the
need for an exploitation of the masses
even more intense than that in force in
other areas”. In connection with an as-
sessment of the defeats of Shanghai and
Canton, “our current maintained that if
the non-revolutionary situation does not
make it possible to advance the funda-
mental slogan of the dictatorship of the
proletariat, if thus the question of power
is not posed in an immediate fashion,
that is not a reason to revise the program
of the party; this must on the contrary be
reaffirmed completelyon the theoretical
and propagandistic level, while the re-
treat cannot be carried out other than on
the basis of the immediate demands of
the masses and their corresponding class
organizations”(7).

As Trotsky wrote “the lessons of
1848,1871,1905,1917, the lessonsof the
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CommunistPartyofRussia and the foun-
dation of the Communist International”
were lost.Theproletarianmovement was
thrown behind by decades. Our theses
on the Chinese question continued:
“And in fact, in the great battles of the
Chinese revolution between 1924 and
1927, it is not the fate of ‘independent,
richandpowerful’Chinawhichwascom-
promised for many years, but that of the
whole labor movement in the colonies
for an infinitely longer and more painful
historical period” (8).

The fate of the labour movement in
the colonies was so compromised that
even today the prospect for a resump-
tion of class struggle in the least compa-
rable with that which heralded the great
struggles of the Russian proletariat in
1905-1917 or for the Chinese proletariat
in 1924-1927 is all but closed. That does
not discourage Marxists because they
know that the extension and the develo-
pment ofcapitalism causesan accumula-
tionof social contradictions in a colossal
way and on a much broader surface than
at the beginning of last century. The
proletariat, the mass without-reserves,
always increases by including the pea-
sant masses ruined by capitalism from
the four corners of planet. The social
magma boils deep inside the capitalist
volcano and its formidable explosion is
inscribed in history.

It is the duty of the Marxists to pa-
tientlydevote their forces and their ener-
gies to the formation of the class party
based on the very heavily-paid-for les-
sons of revolutions and counter-revolu-
tions; to the proletarians of America,
Europe, China and everywhere falls the
task of returning to the terrain of class
struggle, commencing with the basic but
essential struggle of economic and im-
mediate defense.

(1) cf: Trotsky, “The Third Interna-
tional After Lenin” Pathfinder 1970 p.
184

(2) Ibid:p.174-5
(3) “Supplementary Theses on the

National and Colonial Question” (pre-
sented by Roy at the 2nd Congress of the
Communist International), Point 6.

(4) Trotsky, “The Third Internatio-
nal After Lenin” p. 175-6

(5) On March 31, according to Chen
Duxiu, then the leader of the CCP: “The
International telegraphs us to hide, to
bury all the weapons in possession of
the workers, in order to avoid a military
confrontation between Chiang Kai-shek

and the workers”.The commander of the
first division which was in the workers’
district, having received the order of
Chiang to leave the city-this meant that
Chiang prepareda militaryaction against
the proletarians-had gone on to propose
to the communist leaders and to the
envoys of the International to refuse to
obey and to use his troops to arrest
Chiang for counter-revolutionary plot-
ting.Butparalysedbythepolicyoftailism
and appeasement towards the Kuomin-
tang, the International refused, being
satisfied to write to Chiang to respectful-
ly request of him to reconsider his deci-
sion, and ultimately they let these sol-
diers move off. cf Harold Isaacs, “The
Tragedy of the Chinese Revolution”,
trans. from.Gallimard,1967,p.206,214.

(6) A telegram by Stalin on June 1
stipulated, among other points that: “ex-
cesses [of the peasant movement] must
be fought, not by soldiers, but the Pea-
sant Unions”. A certain Mao Zedong
was president of theNational Federation
of Peasant Unions and he got busy ap-
plying this directive with a zeal which
made Roy state that he was located on
the extreme right of the CCP. Cf North,
Eudin “M.N. Roy’s Mission to China”,
Octagon Books 1977, p. 102, 106 (Roy
was then the new envoy of the C.I. to the
CCP). A few months earlier, Mao in a
report to the CCP where it indicated that
the country Unions in Hunan counted 2
million registered voters, had however
written that the denunciation of alleged
country “excesses” was only used “to
sabotage the revolution”...

(7) See H. Isaacs, op cit. p, 316-317.
June 30. The General Union of Labor
(directed by the CCP) published an offi-
cial statement to hammer in the final nail:
“In order to consolidate the united front
of the troops and the workmen and in
order to remove any basis for the char-
ges of the reactionaries and the counter-
revolutionaries, the trade union has or-
dered the dissolution of the armed pic-
kets (...).Weapons andammunitionwere
handed over to the Hankow office of the
Wuhan garrison”. Ibid, p. 318.

(8)cfOPerrone“LatatticadelComin-
tern”, Ed. Sociali 1976, p.76. This text
appeared previously in Prometeo, the
theoretical review of the Partito Comu-
nista Internazionalista, in 1946.

(9) Report to the general meeting of
MarseillesofJuly11-13,1964,“Program-
me Communiste” n°32. We do not have
anything to add to the powerful criticism
of Trotsky, against the orientations of
the International, to which wecould refer
only very briefly here. It is not the same
for his positions during the following
period and our current polemicized hard
against them. Trotsky sustained that an

“intermediate watchword was to be ad-
vanced: that of a Constituent Assembly
and a democratic constitution in China”.
He thus fell into the democratic orienta-
tions which he himself had fought
against, in the watchword of the demo-
cratic dictatorship of the workers and
peasants, from the point of view of the
revolution by stages, as if they were
short cuts. But history does not know
short cuts; a tactic based on expedients
or interclassism can lead only to defeat,
with the aggravating factor that the re-
sumption of the revolutionary move-
mentoncorrect theoreticaland program-
matic bases is rendered more difficult
and more distant in time.

China 1927
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In renewing its great traditions of struggle,
the American proletariat will have to fight the coming

blood and tears policy of the Obama presidency

BARACKOBAMA,NEW
MOUTHPIECEOFAMERICAN
RULINGCLASSINTERESTS.

The proletarians of America and the
world should not expect changes in their
favor fromthe government, the capitalist
crisiswhichcommenced lastyearwillget
worseand last much longer,with serious
consequencesforworkers.Perhapsslow-
ly, but inexorably, it increases and con-
tinues to increase the intensityof exploi-
tation, the number of unemployed, to
lower real wages.The crises of overpro-
duction - not overproduction in relation
to the needs of the population, but to the
market - area congenital phenomenon of
capitalism.

The bourgeoisie cannot respond by
improving conditions for workers, but
only by maintaining or increasing the
profits which it extracts, ie by worsening
these conditions to decrease the «cost»
of labor and wages in general, by the
closureof insufficientlyprofitable enter-
prises, layoffs, etc..

Already the number of unemployed
increases in the United States as in most
countries, these are not only employees
ofvariousfinancial institutions,butwork-
ers of all productive sectors, automotive
to aviation , Construction to computers
...More thanamillionjobs havebeen lost
during the first ten months of the year,
bringing the number of unemployed to
nearly 10 million (6.5% of the working
population) according to official statis-
tics, less than a third of whom are receiv-
ing unemployment benefits (1).
The increasingly tense international sit-
uationcompelsBarakObama just likehis
predecessors to defend imperialist inter-
ests through the massive military ma-
chine of the United States - and even
before his election he had already criti-
cized Bush for the insufficiency of his
war effort in Afghanistan! Clashes be-
tween capitalist powers are destined to
worsen in different parts of the world:
certainly in the Middle East, but also in
Africa, Asia and the oil fields of the
Caucasus as we saw this summer. And in
Europe, the historic cradle of capitalism
andhearthofinter-imperialistwars,where
factors of crises and tension continue to
accumulate.

The electoral victory of Obama has
been hailed by the media throughout the
world as the symbol of a new era for the
United States. The election of an “Afro-

American” Democratic candidate in a
State which was officially racist (as was
the Democratic Party itself) just a few
decades ago is undoubtedly a novelty,
as the victory of a woman would have
beenifHillaryClintonhadbeennominat-
ed by her party.

But if this aspect created a sensation,
what was the program of the candidate?

Exactly the same one as that of his
rival,McCain: rescueof the financial and
banking system (see his full support for
the so-called “Paulson plan” that gigan-
tic legal robbery to come to the assist-
ance of the Wall Street bankers), defense
of the profitsof the American capitalists,
the only difference being that Obama
spoke - very vaguely - to better “share”
the wealth and to tax and the largest
fortunes (2).

However because he is a member of
a racialminoritywhosemajoritybelongs
to the proletariat, Obama, with the sup-
port of virtually all the media, has been
seen as a bearer of positive “change” by
the exploited layers of the population,
even though his campaign has received
record funding and strong support from
financial and industrial circles (3).

Whereas voter turnout is traditional-
lyvery lowin the United States, this time
there was a slight increase compared to
the last presidential election: 61% com-
pared with 60% of registered voters (4).
If this falls far short of the wave of par-
ticipation described by the media at the
time of the vote (the rate of abstention
actuallyincreased inlargecities like New
York or Washington), there is however
no doubt that Obama’s candidacy has
drawn in a large number ofnewproletar-
ian voters, black or otherwise, to the
ballot box, attracted by his promise of
“change” or by the desire to get rid of the
present government.

A British daily newspaper confirms
this, writing:“IfObamahad lost the elec-
tion while the party which has presided
over an economic collapse of historic
magnitude and 2 unsuccessful and un-
popular wars while three-quarters of
Americans are convinced their country
is moving in the wrong direction (...), it
would have been the greatest missed
electoralopportunityingenerations.This
could persuade a whole generation that
there was nothing to expect from elec-
tions. (5). Millions of people could con-
clude that the only way for the Republi-
cans to lose power lies in a formofarmed

insurrection”(5).
The electoral illusion, this powerful

means of defense of the established or-
der, thus functioned perfectly! Millions
of proletarians, black, white, Hispanic
and others, believed that it was possible
to change their situation at least a little
by the electoral, democratic, peaceful
and legalist road. They believed that on
the day of the vote all individuals were
equal and that the policy of the State was
determined by the number of votes ob-
tained by this or that candidate.

This was a dream, which reality will
quickly dissipate. Already they can see
that the personages approached to fill
future official positions to carry out the
alleged “change” are the same politi-
cians as yesterday, they can already see
that ifObama expressed himself in favor
of a plan of support for the automobile
industries, he has not spoken of support
to the proletarians who work there, they
can already see it taken up in his state-
ments in favor of national unity ( “We
mustcometogether asone nation-young
and old, rich and poor, black and white,
Republicans and Democrats”) a classic
bourgeois theme, but used with greater
insistence in times of crisis: the more the
bourgeoisie speaks of national unity,
the more it prepares for the social war
internally and imperialist war exter-
nally! At the end of October Biden,
Obama’s runningmate for the vice-pres-
idency, publicly warned that, in connec-
tion with the crisis, the new government
“would be obliged to make incredibly
tough decisions” in the first two years,
on the internal plane as well as in foreign
policy (6).

American capitalism boasts of being
“themostdemocratic” inthe world, ithas
been undoubtedly the most aggressive
since it was imposed at the end of World
War II as the dominant imperialism (in-
cluding within the framework of Russo-
Americancondominiumover the world).

President Obama will continue on
this path; after quickly abandoning his
initial statements in favor of a military
withdrawal from Iraq, he repeated many
times during his campaign that he would
increase the American military effort in
Afghanistan. He endorsed the old theme
of the “fight against terrorism” that has
already been used as a pretext to justify
the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. In fact
the biggest and most lethal terrorists by
far are the imperialist states, and espe-
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ciallyAmerican imperialism,whose vic-
tims are estimated in the tens of millions
during the butcheries of two world wars
or in countless “localized” slaughters!

Behind theveil of electoral democra-
cylies theunyieldingrealityof thearmed
dictatorship of capital. It is easy to note
that when faced with even the most
meagre requests forsocial ameliorations,
the democratic governments respond
that they have no money, then they
immediately find billions and billions of
dollars or euros to come to the assist-
ance of the banks or companies!

Whether left or right, socialist or
conservative, Democrat or Republican,
bourgeois governments are only
mobilized to defend capitalist interests.
As for the proletariat, though they may
beevicted fromtheir homes, forced from
their jobs, expelled from the country
where theywork, orexploited in themost
savage way, they will receive, in the best
case, a few crumbs to prevent them from
revolting. The newpresident will use his
social rhetoric to more easily implement
anti-proletarian measures inevitable in
order to save the capitalist system; he
will use the renewed patriotic propagan-
da to more easily implement military in-
tervention on behalf of a “historic mis-
sion” of the American people to spread
democracy.

But American democracy has never
been anything other than the mask of the
super-gangsterismofU.S. imperialism,a
worthy successor to the old European
imperialist gangsters. Capitalism bears
war within itself, and American capital-
ism, the realm of the world’s most pow-
erful “military industrial complex”, is no
exception. For the American and world
proletariat, American capitalism is and
willremainthemostpowerfulenemyand
the pillar of global capitalism, even if it
calls itself democratic and has a black
president.

Faced with this overwhelming dom-
ination of capitalist forces, there does
not appear to be any way out.

Yet it is the proletariat - the class of
non-owners, forced to be exploited by
the bosses in order to live - that create all
thewealthofsociety, it is theirwage labor
that creates the profits that are essential
to the life of capitalism. The proletarians
potentially have in their hands the im-
mense power to put an end to the capital-
ist system of misery and blood!

But for this force to begin to concre-
tize itself they must overcome all the
obstacles created by the bourgeois class
and its reformist servants; they must
overcome all the democratic lies, class-
collaborationist propaganda for social

peace, all racial, national, class, age or
sex divisions.

As difficult as this may seem, it is not
impossible to fight against the American
capitalists, as the 57 day strikeofBoeing
machinists demonstrated this fall. There
is no alternative to class struggle to
resist capitalist attacks which will grow
sharper with the crisis. The American
proletariat, which in the past has carried
out great struggles against a ferocious
capitalism, will lead even more gigantic
struggles in the future.

Their fate depends on it, and that of
the proletarians of the whole world!

-No confidence inbourgeoisdemoc-
racy, which has systematically misled
the workers and led them into the massa-
cres of local and world wars!

- No confidence in apolitical change
which is nothing other than the chang-
ing of the guard of the temple of His
Majesty: Capital!

- No confidence in the agreements
and solidarity between the large capital-
ist countries against the crisis!

- No confidence in collaborationist
forces which claim to uniquely defend
the interests of the exploited masses in
order to better control them and to deliv-
er their avant-garde minorities to repres-
sion!

-Noconfidence inthepoliticalparties
of the “extreme left” which want only to
take the anti-proletarian place ofa worn-
out traditional reformism until sterner
measures are needed!

- Confidence in the force that the
proletariat expresses as it ruptures with
the interclassist traditions inculcated by
decades of collaborationist policies!

- Confidence in the organizational
ability of the proletariat when it takes
into its own hands control of its strug-
gles.

-Confidence in the resumptionof the
class struggle, when the proletariat, re-
acting to exploitation and repression,
will organize a struggle of resistance to
capital extending to the broadest layers
and maintaining itself for the longest
possible period of time!This resumption
of the class strugglewill make it possible
for the proletarians to distinguish who
are their friends, their open enemies and
their even more dangerous false friends.

- Confidence in the analysis carried
out150 years ago byMarxism according
to which the exaggerated economic de-
velopment ofcapitalisminevitably leads
to more and more acute crises until its
gigantic system of production of profits
becomes seized up, leading to general-
ized wars. Confidence in the point of
view according to which the proletariat,
the class of those without-reserves,

which produces all social wealth, will be
theclass which will put an end to capital-
ism and all class societies!

- Confidence in the Marxist point of
view according to which the proletariat
organized and directed by itsclass party,
will seizepoliticalpowerbyinsurrection,
will found its own class dictatorship on
the ruins of the bourgeois state in order
to intervene despotically in the econom-
ic and social organization in order to
extirpatecapitalism, to revolutionize so-
ciety from top to bottom and to defini-
tively free mankind from any form of
oppression and exploitation!

7thNovember 2008

(1)Official figuresofUSDepartment
of Labor for the month of October. The
unemployment ratewas 5.9%for whites,
7.8% for latinos and 11.4% for blacks:
racial discriminations are always alive!
Thismonththefinancialsectorlost24,000
employees, whereas the manufacturing
industry lost 90,000, the construction
sector 49,000, service sector51,000, etc.
If one includes part-time workers, work-
ers “discouraged from seeking employ-
ment”, etc, the unemployment rate then
reaches 11.8% (against 8.4% one year
earlier). www.bls.gov/news.release/
empsit.nr0.htm

2) That earned him accusations of
being “socialist”, which he said ironical-
ly:“It’salittledifficult to imaginehoware
Warren Buffet and Colin Powell to sup-
portme, if Ipracticesocialism”NewYork
Times,8October2008.WarrenBuffett is
a famous multi-billionaire and Powell,
formerChiefofStaffof theArmedForces
during the first war against Iraq and
Bush’s former Secretary of State during
the last war against Iraq

(3)TheObamacampaignhasreceived
unprecedented financial support: more
than $ 600 million against probably a
hundred for McCain. Supporters of
Obama insist on the number of small
contributions, but according to the New
YorkTimesathirdofthefundscamefrom
campaign contributions exceeding $
1,000, a higher proportion than for Mc-
Cain or his previous rival Clinton. NYT,
6 August 2008.

(4) Estimates a few days after the
election: www.elections.gmu.edu/
preliminary_vote_2008.html

(5)TheGuardian,November5,2008.
www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/
2008/nov/05/barackobama-uselec-
tions20081

(6) http://blogs.suntimes.com/
sweet/2008/10/joe_biden_seattle_
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1. In the present capitalist social regime there develops an
increasing contradiction between the productive forces and
the relations of production, giving rise to the antithesis of
interests and to the class struggle between the proletariat and
the ruling bourgeoisie.

2. The present day production relations are protected by
the power of the bourgeois State, that, whatever the form of
representative system and the use of the elective democracy,
constitutes the organ for the defence of the interests of the
capitalist class.

3. Theproletariat can neither crush nor modifythe mecha-
nism of capitalist production relations from which its exploi-
tation derives, without the violent destruction of the bour-
geois power.

4. The indispensable organ of the revolutionary struggle
of the proletariat is the class party. The Communist Party
consists of the most advanced and resolute part of the
proletariat, it unites the efforts of the working masses trans-
forming their struggles for group interests and contingent
issues into the general struggle for the revolutionary eman-
cipation of the proletariat. It is up to the Party to propagate
revolutionary theory among the masses, to organize the
material means of action, to lead the working class during its
struggle, securing the historical continuity and the interna-
tional unity of the movement.

5. After it has smashed the power of the capitalist State,
the proletariat must completely destroy the old State appara-
tus in order to organize itself as the dominant class and set
up its own dictatorship. It will denyall functions and political
rights to any individual of the bourgeois class as long as it
survive socially, founding the organs of the new regime
exclusively on the productive class. Such is the program that
the Communist Partysets itself and of which it is characteris-
tic. It is this party therefore which exclusively represents,
organizes and directs the proletarian dictatorship.

6. Only the force of the proletarian State will be able to
systematically put into effect the necessary measures for
intervening in the relations of the social economy, by means
of which the collective administration of production and
distribution will take the place of the capitalist system.

7. This transformation of the economy and consequently
of the whole social life will lead to the gradual elimination of
the necessity for the political State, which will progressively
give way to the rational administration of human activities.

* * *

Faced with the situation in the capitalist world and the
workers’ movement following the Second World War the
position of the Party is the following :

8. In the course of the first half of the twentieth century
the capitalist social system has been developing, in the
economic field, creating monopolistic trusts among the em-
ployers, and trying to control and manage production and
exchange according to central plans with State management
ofwhole sectorsofproduction. In thepolitical field, there has
been an increase of the police and military potential of the

State, governments adopting a more totalitarian form. All
these are neither new sorts of social organisations as a
transition from capitalism to socialism, nor revivals of pre-
bourgeois political regimes. On the contrary, they are defi-
nite forms of a more and more direct and exclusive manage-
ment of power’ and the State by the most developed forces
of capital. This course excludes the progressive, pacifist
interpretations of the evolution of the bourgeois regime, and
confirms the prevision of the concentration and the antago-
nistic array of class forces. So that the proletariat may
confront its enemies’ growing potential with strengthened
revolutionary energy, it must repel the illusory revival of
democratic liberalism and constitutional guarantees. The
Party must not even accept this as a means of agitation ; it
must finish historically once and for all with the practice of
alliances, even for transitory issues, with the middle class as
well as the pseudo-proletarian and reformist parties.

9. The imperialistic wars show that the crisis of disinte-
gration of capitalism is inevitable because it has entered the
phase when its expansion, instead of signifying a continual
increment of the productive forces, is conditioned by repea-
ted and ever-growing destruction. These wars have caused
repeated deep crises in the workers’ world organizations
because the dominant classes could impose on them military
and national solidarity with one or the other of the belli-
gerents. The opposing historical solution for which we fight,
is the awakening of the class struggle, leading to civil war,
the destruction of all international coalitions by the recons-
titution of the International Communist Party as an autono-
mous force independent of any existing political or military
power.

10. It is from its revolutionary nature and not its confor-
mity to any existing constitutional model that the proletarian
State draws its power for social reorganization.

The most complete historical example of such a State up
to the present is that of the Soviets (workers’ councils) which
were created during the October 1917 revolution, when the
working classarmed itselfunder the leadership ofthe Bolshe-
vik Party. The Constituent Assembly having been dissol-
ved, theybecame the exclusive organs of power repelling the
attacks by foreign bourgeois governments and stamping out
inside the country the rebellion of the vanquished classes
and of the middle class and opportunist sections which are
inevitable allies of the counter-revolution at the decisive
moment.

11. The integral realization of socialismwithin the limits
of one country is inconceivable and the socialist transforma-
tion cannot be carried out without failures and momentary
set-backs. The defence of the proletarian regime against the
ever present dangers of degeneration is possible only if the
proletarian State is always co-ordinated with the internatio-
nal struggle of the working class of each country against its
own bourgeoisie, its State and its army ; this struggle permits
of no respite even in wartime. This co-ordination can only be
secured if the world communist party controls the politics
and programme of the States where the working class has
seized power.

PROGRAMOFTHEINTERNATIONALCOMMUNISTPARTY

The International Communist Party is constituted on the basis of the following principles established
at Leghorn in 1921 on the foundation of the Communist Party of Italy (Section of the Communist
International):


